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BEETLEMANIA
SWEEPS
THEHOOK
Federally threatened
at Sandy Hook U

BY BRUCELANE

L

rn beach tiger beetle on comeback
way National Recreation Area

I
Figure 1.
The adult
northeastern
beach tiger
beetle.

ast October marked the return of the
northeastern beach tiger beetle (CikzkMa
--Y
donalti donal@ to the beaches ofthe Gateway Na‘P
a
tional Recreation Area Sandy Hook Unit (fig. 1 and
fig. 2, page 16). This federally threatened
species
was once common on sandy, undisturbed
_j
beaches
from Massachusetts
to
_ ,.. ,,&‘.‘. ..y..’ _ %
New Jersey and along portions
:. *,i
1 ?+ I. ./ .‘.~ ‘,,;
of Chesapeake Bay. Today,
I -‘,-..I
. ; ..‘,
only two small populations
” i:. .; :.i 1 ‘+
exist, one on the Atlantic
i i..
coast of Martha’s Vineyard,
Massachusetts, and the other on
Chesapeake Bay. Continuous develop/.
ment along ocean beaches, off-road recre.
ational vehicle use, heavy pedestrian trai?ic, and
the effects ofstorm surges are the principle causes ofbeetle
decline.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) developed a inp beaches.
recovery plan for the northeastern beach tiger beetle and sought
We soon agreed that the
the expertise of the biology department
at Randolph-Macon
restoration
project could be acJ_
:‘“a,
College in Ashland, Virginia. Researchers were asked to detercomplished within the areas already protected
mine the current population status in New Jersey, conduct site
for nesting shorebirds, including the federally threatened pipevaluations, and develop procedures for beetle restoration. The
ing plover. Despite the current use level, Sandy Hook remained
researchers found that the conditions on Sandy Hook offered
the best possible site for reestablishing
a beetle population.
Over the next year we initiated the formal consultation prothe best chance of survival for restoring a population.
During the summer of 1993, USFWS personnel
and the
cess as required by section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act
Randolph-Macon
biologists met at Sandy Hook with park staff
with the US. Fish and Wildlife Service. The agency authorized
to further evaluate the site and discuss the proposal of an exthe removal of up to 1,000 tiger beetle larvae from the Chesaperimental restoration. ‘Ihe park expressed some concern repeake Bay population to be released at Sandy Hook. A USFWS
garding potential
conflicts between
managing
a federally
threatened species and providing active recreation on the bath
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INTHENEXTISSUE.. .
Nativeplant and animal species restoration and the
connections between archeology and the natural sciences
remain themes next time with articles from Indiana Dunes
National Recreation Area (grasses and other vegetation), Big
South Fork National River and Recreation Area (black
bears), and Amistad National Recreation Area (pictographs
and their natural accretions), respectively. Also, look for a
skunk behavior study at Great Smoky Mountains National
Park and a reader survey on natural resource publications,
including Park Science.

BUSINESS
ASUSUAL?

T

he recent restructuring exercise has many of us mak-

relevance to the following different aspects of sustainability:

Errata

mg adjustments. Some readers are moving to parks

sustainable protected area man-

iom central offices: others are shifting from regional of-

Tees to system support offices and are presently sorting
aut their relationships with park clusters. While parks no

In the satellite radio&m-

agemenf

planning for use and

anger report to regional offices, they are preparing for the

:tTy article on page 24 last is;ue James Fraser of Virginia

management, integrating cultural and natural resource man-

Jotential of increased workloads associated with certain

?olytechnic

le~ource management

;ity was incorrectly
credited
&h assisting with the Denali

agement, applying science and
technology, or ecosystem management. Three plenary ses-

tasks that were once performed by

regions, but now must be done by parks.
Park S&xe, too, makes a minor adjustment this issue
ihat reflects our very new way of conducting business
srganizationally. In adopting our new model of field areas,

and State Univer-

<olden eagle study: he particixted

in the Glacier Bay bald

sions, a day of field trips, an
awards banquet, and unlimited
opportunities to visit amongst

iystem support offices, and clusters last May, we conse-

sagle study.
Also in that issue, Wildlife

quently made the Regional Highlights department of this
publication obsolete (in name only). This most popular

Veterinarian
Mark Johnson
NYBScredited with writing the

collection of brief park research and resowce management
stories will continue, to be sure, but will now be organized

news briefon page 3 that dealt
with computerizing
the Yel-

by clusters and will simply be know” as Highlights.

,owsto”e rare animal report
rystem. The correct authors

come its centerpiece was Senior

northeastern beach tiger beetle, an insect recently restored
to Gateway National Recreation Area. Oar cover story

are Kerry Gunther

Stankey

reports on the restoration activities on Sandy Hook, New
lersey, and illustrates a” important point: less charinnah

Center for Resources.

Completely

mimfaum

unconcerned

with NPS restmcturing

is the

Ma&

and John

both oftheYellowstone

Also making a possible comeback

is the spruce grouse

ofAcadia National Park and Mount Desert Island, Maine.
Wildlife Biologist Alla” O’Connell assesses their numbers
and anticipates possible difficulties with their ongoing
natural recovery due to local habitat J&mentation.
Habitat fragmentation
characteristic

on a landscape scale is just one

that the regional GIS vegetation mapping

rounded

out

thevaluableand
enjoyable four
days.
Openingtheconterencewith
a presentation
Research

that was to be-

Professor

George

of the Oregon

State

University Department ofForest Resources, College of Forestry. Speaking on the social
foundations of sustainability,

deserve our efforts, and urban parks (perhaps

more than large natural area parks) can make a big diierence in recovering threatened and endangered species.

the participants

George Wright
Conference
Sustains
Interest
Exploring
sustainability

the theme
of
in society and

Stankey

assessed our present

standing and what we must do
to move beyond the current
stagnant, even regxssive, times.
He described sustainability as
a philosophical

construct

that

helps society set standards to
live by; he also noted that OUT
ideals must be translated into a

effort (described on page 24) will show in the Pacific
Northwest. A multiyear project in the making, this GIS

protected areas, the George
Wright Society Eighth Confer-

database will be a valuable tool for land managers interested in forming ecosystem management partnerships.
As tire sew”” approaches, one article recounts the

ence on Research and Resource

public discourse that transcends
our ideological ignorance and
prompts action to reverse our

Management In Parks and on
Public Lands provided valuable

ways.

dramatic regularity (and later absence) of fire in theJemez
Mountains of New Mexico until around the turn of the

discussions

century. A second piece on tire reports on the importance
of updated fire management plans, sophisticated predictive
models, and other techniques we can (and must) employ

on this all-impor-

tant ideal at a time when environmental protection is being
deemphasized

and associated

laws may be potentially scaled
back. With more than 425

these days to accommodate this natural force in our parks.
While restmctwing represents a dramatic change in OUT

people in attendance, the April

organization and how we conduct some research and
resource management business, it does not change the

meeting brought together public and private lands scientists,

nature ofthat

reswrce managers, administrators, and other nahxal and cu.

business. As the articles here remind us, our

effoti remain focused on finding answers to resource
management questions and applying them in the field for
the protection

and celebration of park resources as usual.

tural resource

leaders for the

presentation or attendance of
numerous poster sessions and
nearly 100 presentations.

Five

concurrent trach organiwd the
presentations according to their

resource- (and self-) destmctive
Other

highlights

in-

cluded a passionate and logical
appeal to e”viro”me”tally responsible

land management

practices by the Chairman of
the Confederated Tribes ofthe
Umatilla (Oregon) India” Reservation, National Biological
Service Director P&am’s

hon-

esty about and hopes for his
agency, and Deputy Director
Reynolds’ call for exemplary
NPS actions and operations.

c”ztiirud
In contrast to these. the “ajority of presentations
simply
reflected research and resource
management work at hand on
our public lands. Scientists, resource managers, and land administrators see” to know the
importance and practicality of
staying focused on projects that
create results at home. In this
regard, sessions touched on fire
management
practices, exotic
species control and vegetation
restoration projects, visitor experience assessment methods
and use planning, managing
visitor impacts, tourism, international cooperation, the implications
of historic
Native
A”lerica” impacts on resource
management activities, and recent examples of ecosystem
management
efforts, among
“any, “any others. Making a
difference in one’s cwm sphere
ofintluence to i%ther the principles of sustainability was perhaps the biggest take home
_
I_
message trom the conterence.
As usual, the c”“tere”ce CO”wed National Park Service concerns and system areas well and
boosted science and resource
management communications.
Forty-one papers are published
in a volume available from the
George Wright Society (call
Bob Linn or Dave Harmon at
((906) 487.9722). ‘l’he ninth
such conference is planned for
Albuquerque, New Mexico, in
March 1997.

government
including
NPS
Southwest Regional Historian,
NPS Chief Historian, and Director of the Office ofArch.&
ogy and Historic Preservation.
‘Ihe George Wright Society
He rose to NPS Assistant Dihonored former Park S&me
rector for Park Historic Presereditor
and founder
Jean
vation and served as the Deputy
Matthews
with its George
Executive
Director
of the
Melendez Wright Award for
President’s Advisory Council
Excellence at its April gatheron Historic Preservaing in Portland, Oregon.
‘Ihe award is given toretion. Also an author,
search, management,
Utley most recently
wrote an award winand interpretation
professionals in recognition
ning biography
of
Sitting Bull.
of their lifetime contrhutions to natural area
Bob Kmmenaker,
understanding: Jean was
Leader
of
the
Shenandoah
Narecognized
specifically
for her lifework in comtional Park Center for
munication bringing the
Resources, won the
1995 George Wright
achievements
of reSociety Natural Research to hear on resource ManagPment
source management and
(Francis
Jacot)
interpretive programs in
Award for his leadernational
parks
and
ship in the role of
equivalent reserves.
Southwest
Region
A journalist by trainChief of Resource
ing, Matthews worked
Management
from
as a reporter for several
1991.1995.
newspapers before heBiologist George
ginning a government
Wright was a rising
writing career in 1962.
NPS scientist in the
Initially a speech writer
1920s and 1930s
for Secretary of the Inwhen a car accident
terior Stuart Udall and
tookhis lii at the age
Ladybird
Johnson,
of 3 1 in 1936. During
Matthews
also proMelendez Wright Award for Excellence
his distinguished hut
duced several highly reshort career, Wright
garded yearbooks
on
-_.
maintained a strong interest in
championed the importance of
the work and staii oi the Descience in park management.
breeding bird populations
of
partment of the Interior. In the
He also coauthored the classic
tropical Florida in relation to
early 197Os,Jean began writing
vegetation. For “ore than 40
wildlife treatises Fauna 1 and 2,
speeches
for NPS Director
wherein he recognized
that
years, Robertson’s insights into
Georp-e Ha&xx and served on
parks alone were not adthe intricacies ofthe Everglades
an environmental
education
ecosystem and his ability to arequately large or ec0l0gicaIly
task force that sought to intecomplete for the preservation
tic&ate them have proven ingrate natural systems concepts
oflarge mammals. ‘Ihe awards,
into NPS interpretive
media.
valuable.
Robert Utley first worked for
given in his memory, are the
Jean’s idea to publicize the marhighest honors given by the
the National Park Service in
riage of science and resource
George Wright Society.
management
came about in
1947 as a historical aid in the
1980 when she launched Park former Custer Battlefield National Monument. He later held
Satic~ a project she oversaw
numerous historian positions in
until her retirement in 1994.

Matthews
Honored

Also receiving this award
were Everglades biologist Bill
Robertson and historian Robert Utley. Robertson stated his
career as a park fire control aid
and later became the first research biologist for Everglades
National Park and the former
Fort Jefferson National Monument in 1957. In this role. he

Earthwatch
Supports
Research
The Center for Field Research invites proposals
for
1996 field grants awarded by its
aff%ate Earthwatch.
Earthwatch is an international “onprofit organization dedicated to
research and public education
in the sciences and humanities.
I” 1995, Earthwatch is supporting seven park research and resource inventory projects with
approximately $83,000 and 185
volunteers. All fimds awarded
by Earthwatch
are derived
from the contributions
of
Earthwatch members who pay
for the opportunity to join scientists in the field and assist
with data collection and other
research tasks. Inventory and
monitoring projects sponsored
by E&watch
are eligible for
additional f&ding through the
NPS Expedition Into America
p*0gM”l.
Preliminary
proposals
for
Earthwatch field grants should
be submitted at least 13 months
in advance of anticipated field
dates. Full proposals are invited
upon review of preliminary
proposals. For more information about the field grants contact Dee Robbins, Life Sciences
Program Director, The Center
for Field Research, 680 Mt. Auburn Street, Watertown, MA
02l72. Phone: (6l7) 9’26.8200
orfax: (SW) 926-8532 ore-mail:
“drobbins@earthwatch.org’:
For more information
about
Expedition Into America grants
contact Lissa Fox, National
Park Service, P.O. Box 37127,
Mailstop 490, Washington DC
20013.7127. Phone (202) 343.
3022.

Bat
Conservation
Agreement
Siqned
The National Park Service
recently entered into a memorandun ofunderstanding
with
Bat Conservation International,
a private, nonprofit organization dedicated to sustaining remaining
bat
populations
around the world. ‘Ihe agreement will help both organizztions to become more effective
in protecting
bats and their
habitat and educating the public about the environmental
contribution made by these of
ten misunderstood
mammals.
Both organizations
plan to
develop joint projects, such as
conducting
inventories
and
habitat assessments, and producing educational
publications and programs. Presently,
Bat Conservation International
heads a program to assist land
managers
in developing
bat
population
assessment
and
habitat
management
techniques for caves and abandoned
mines. Both organizations are
working together to protect
these habitats, which are often
critical to bats. National Park
Service staffwill also be able to
participate in nationally recognized bat conservation
and
habitat management
workshops put on by the conservation organization in a” effort to
raise awareness
about these
animals.

Software
Improved for
Annual
Resource
Management
Updates
Parks “reoared
over 14.000
project’st&ments
in the 1995
annual resource management
plan (RMP) update. The new
RMP sofhvare (version 2.12)
allows park staff to track
“roiect
funding- bevond the
&.&ous limitation Of 4 years,
automatically generate annual
accomplishment
reports for
funded projects, and archive
completed
project information including
the problem
statement and description
of
actions. The archive function
should substantially
increase
the ability of the RMP system
to serve as a parkbased data
repository
of resource management goals, priorities, and
accomplishments.
The RMP software also enables park stafFto prepare and
track project statement information in a consistent format.
Administrative
&ices
and
program managers use the information provided in the annual updates to ascertain and
justify resource management
budget requests and allocations. Without the automated
RMP annual updates, parks
would receive frequent
requests for data surveys, project
justifications,
and status rep&S.
Another benefit ofthe RMP
update process is the ease with
which the project database
can be searched. For example,
we recently searched the 1995
servicewide
RMP data to
identify and fimd high priority projects meeting the spe-

cific criteria of a corporate
sponsor providing a $450,000
donation. The rapid identification of specific resource
management
project
types
and ability to justify funding
requirements
with problem
statements and action descriptions is only possible through
the data and software capabilities provided in the RMP system.
In March, parks gathered
information for 2,155 research
projects for the 1994 Investigators Annual Report (IAR)
update. The IAR system was
originally designed;”
provide
park staff with an automated
tool for organizing,
storing,
and tracking annual activities
and accomplishments
performed by non-NPS researchers. This information includes
project objectives,
findings,
and bibliographic
references,
which can supplement
the
long-term
history of science
within parks.
Computer
Specialist
Tim
Goddard of the NPS Natural
Resource
Service Center in
Fort Collins, Colorado, is redesigning the L4R software so
that park staff can store multiple year report data more effectively. This will enhance the
functionality
of the IAR system to better serve park needs
as a repository
of research
project reports collected over
many years. Additional modifications should also enable
parks to automate the process
of generating and tracking research permits.
Both the resource management plan and investigators
annual report systems are usefi11tools for parks and administrators
to track progress
toward research and resource
management
goals. Goddard

Ws
Nofe: Thefokwtizg
cont&&m fm
Great Smugly
Mount&u NahbmdPark breakr

1
the
southeastern
United States, is one of the
many biosphere reserves designated by the United Nations
Educational,
Scientific,
and
Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO).
As of January
1994, UNESCO
had designated 324 biosphere reserves
in 82 countries, with 47 “ccurrine in the United States: the
majority (30) ofUnited States
Man and the Biosphere Program (USMAB) areas are also
national park system areas. Although the Southern Appalachian
Biosphere
Reserve
(SAMAB)
includes
Great
Smoky Mountains
National
Park, it differs from most
USMAB areas, as it comprises
protected units scattered over
50,000 square miles in Tennessee, Virginia, North and South
Carolina, Alabama, and Geor-

gia.
Created “_._ to foster harmonious
relationships
between
humans
and their
environment
through
programs and projects that integate the social, physical, and
biological sciences to address
problems,”
SAMAB presents a complex management
situation due to its size. To
manage the biosphere reserve
cooperatively,sixfederalagenties with southeastern United

States land management
responsibilities
signed interaeencv
and
coowrative
agreements
in 1988 to form
the Southern
Appalachian
Man and the Biosphere Cooperative. The charter members
were the U.S. Forest Service,
National Park Service, Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA),
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Department
of Energy),
and the Economic
Development Administration
(EDA).
The original
partnership
has grown steadily and now
includes the Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Army
C&s
of Engi&rs,
National
Biological
Service, Appalachian Regional Commission,
and the states of North Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee.
Other federal agencies
and
states are expected to join in
future years. Private sector involvement
and support
is
achieved through the SAMAB
Foundation. First chartered in
1990, the foundation was subsequently granted nonprofit
status. In 1990, USMAB and
UNESCO
recognized
SAMAB as the first regional
demonstration
model for other biosphere
reserves across
the country.
The management
cooperative is governed by an executive committee, comprised of
one representative
from each
federal
and state member
agency and the chairman of
the SAMAB
Foundation
board of directors. Six committees made up of area specialists
from the member
agencies do most ofthe work,
enlisting the aid ofother specialists from member agencies.
These committees
are: emronmental research and moni-

toring, sustainable
development, environmental
education,
natural
resource
management,
public affairs,
and cultural and historic reS”“Kt%
Funding for SAMAB comes
from the member
age&w
who, by pooling funds and
other resources, sustain the
cooperative.
The Tennessee
Valley Authority
and Great
Smoky Mountains
National
Park have been especially sup
port&
The executive directar is a TVA employee
assigned full-time to thii fimction, and the agency has also
provided administrative, legal,
and financial assistance to the
cooperative.
The park provides office space and related
sewices to the executive dir=tar.
MANAGEMENT UNITS
At the heart oi the re@onal
programs
are biosphere
reserve management
units,
which
are typically
geographic areas that are shielded
from unbridled development.
These units seek cooperatwe
regional programs and share
anylessonslearnedwithother
management
units. Although
it started with just two such
management
units, SAMAB
now has five, and expects to
add three more in the near fiture. The current units are the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park; the Department of
Energy Oak Ridge National
EnvironmentalResearchPark;
the Coweeta
Hydrologic
Laboratory of the U.S. Forest
Service; Mt. Mitchell
State
Park, which is operated by the
State of North Carolina: and
Grandfather
Mountain, a privately operated environmenin North
tal park
also
Carolina.

Each is recognized

by UNESCO as a unit of the
larger SAMAB that is part of
the international biosphere reserve network.
While
the SAMAB
research, education, and demonecosystem
stration
management prows
center
on the management
units,
they extend outward in a zone
of cooperation
that embraces
the entire biosphere reserve.
The zone of cooperation was
not chosen arbitrarily; rather,
it was identified
because it
shares common
geological,
biological,
and cultural resources. It also lies within the
administrative
boundaries
of
the southeastern offices ofthe
various federal agencies in the
SAMAB cooperative.
IssuEs
The SAMAB cooperative
has proven its usefulness in exploring solutions to many environmental
issues
and,
although several have related
directly
to Great
Smoky
Mountains
National
Park,
three are especially noteworthy:
(1) When the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service launched its
program
to restore the red
wolf in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, they
expected public opposition.
Through its public affairs and
environmental
education
committees
and in cooperation with the NBC Knoxville,
Tennessee,
affiliate, WBIR,
SAMAB developed
a campaign that clarified the true
nature of the red wolf project
and contributed
significantly
to diffusing the sensitive issue.
Posters, teachers guides, classroom packages,
brochures,
and a TV documentary
were
all developed and distributed
in this initiative.

~ (2) Concerned about runaway
tourist development
in park
gateway
communities,
the
relatively small, undeveloped,
park-abutting town ofPittman
Center asked SAMAB to help
it plan for future growth. Together with the University of
Tennessee and the Economic
Development Administration,
SAMAB helped Pittman Center develop a strategic plan.
Tnis led to additional zoning
ordinances in the town, which
were implemented after extensive public involvement.
A
community development plan
based upon the Pittman Center model has been prepared
and widely distributed.
Another Smokies gateway community, Townsend,
is using
this plan as are communities
in Canada and Asia.
(3) Very serious air quality
problems led SAMAB to convene a forum in March 1992
to give concerned
regional
parties an opportunity
to discuss conflicting viewpoints on
the controversial issue. For the
first time, about 125 people
from federal and state agencies, industry, universities, and
citizen groups participated in
the sometimes emotional
discussions. A direct result ofthe
conference was the formation
of the Southern Appalachian
Mountain Initiative, a regional
partnership
of the state air
quality regulatory agencies for
addressing southern Appalachian air quality issues. The
Environmental
Protection
Agency has provided
more
than $600,000 in support of
the program, whose mission
isto
“... remedy .__ effects
from .__ air pollution on the
air quality related values
of
the southern Appalachians.
.:’
Many ofthe SAMAB member

T‘

agencies also participate
in
this new air quality partnershio. which will adopt requi&nents
in addition
to
those of the Clean Air Act in
May 1997.
Currently
SAMAB is involved in conducting
an assessment
of environmental
conditions
in the southern
Appalachian
region. The assessment is ajoint effort ofthe
various
federal
and state
SAMAB cooperative
members. The assessment is scheduled for completion at the end
of calendar year 1995 and the
results are intended for use in
making environmental
management decisions.
In view of current federal
downsizing
and even agency
deauthorization
discussions,
SAMAB cooperative
members are concerned about the
future willingness
of agency
managers
to continue
committing
funds and staff to
SAMAB. Will managers want
to “circle the wagons” and focus exclusively on “their own”
missions?
As a member
agency, we hope not. Member
agency personnel constitute a
valuable pool of knowledge
and experience; SAMAB uses
these resources as a conduit
for sharing,
not only with
other cooperative
members,
but also with public and private land managers throughout the region. Let us hope
litture managers will see the
logic in working toward more
cooperation, not less.

0

he relative abundance
of coyotes
and gray
wolves has chanzed in
disturbed
habitats of North
America. Hybridization
has
occurred between these species, where coyote populations
have
increased
in
abundance
and where gray
wolf populations
have declined. Genetic
divergence
among coyotes and gray and
red wolf populations in North
America was the subject of a
recent publication by Michael
S. Roy et al. (Molecular Biological Evolution
ll(4): 553570,
1994).
Researchers
selected microsatellite
loci to
quantify genetic differentiation
and hybridization
within and
between species. These loci
exhibit a much higher rate of
mutation than that of nuclear
loci and consequently
are
more sensitive to detecting
recent genetic
divergence.
Coyotes show no evidence of
genetic subdivision, which is
a result ofhigh rates ofgenetic
exchange throughout their recent range expansion. Hybridization between coyotes and
gray wolf populations of Minnesota and southern Quebec
has significantly a&ted
allele
frequencies
(alternative gene
forms at given locus) of these
wolf populations.
The analyses also support the hypothesis that the intermediate
phenotype
of the red wolf is
derived from historic hybridization between coyotes and
gray wolves. More recently,
extensive hybridization occurring between red wolves and
coyotes has caused red wolves
to become even more genetically similar to coyotes. The
authors concluded that continued habitat changes favoring range
expansion
of

SUMMER1995

coyotes will threaten the genetic integrity
of gray wolf
populations.
.

.

.

Biodiversity
is most often
defined in terms of species
richness. A recent publication
by R. Gresswell, W. Liss, and
G. Larson (Canadian Journal
of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences,
1994, number
51,
Supplement
1:298-309)
focuses on the importance
of
recognizing intraspecific varimaintaining
ability
for
hiodiversity
at the species
level. The authors examined
life history organization
of
Yellowstone
cutthroat
trout.
They also examined in detail
and
subspecies
metapopulation
hierarchical
levels of differentiation. Variation in life history and morphometric
characteristics
of
Yellowstone
cutthroat
trout
were documented
between
populations
in different lakes
and within subpopulations
in
the same lake. Differences
found in life history organizations included reproductive
isolation and homing, pattern
of spawning migration, initiation and duration ofspawning,
juvenile emigration
and residence, abundance
of spawners, age and size of spawners,
and male:female ratio and fecundity.
The authors
concluded that loss of diversity at
any hierarchical level jeopardizes the ability of the species
to adapt to changing environments and increases the risk
of extinction.
0

l
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EditoA Note: With thhcrectzt
NPS reorganization and
adoption ojpefd artm, system
support o~ikes, and clurten in
lieu of the traditional regional
parad&m, we reorganize
regional h$d$ts
under the
mm of simply “H@hf&hts.”
Ntmwotihy mince and
resource management tidbiti
arepresented here under the
nanm ofpark chters and
their system suflort @ces (16
in aI4.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

In July 1994, anglers caught
nonnative lake trout (&.&J&W
namaycush) in Yellowstone
Lake, which represents 80% of
the remaining lacustrine range
fortheworld population ofyel1 lowstone cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki bouvien).
Mitigating the effects of the
much larger and predatmy lake
trout on the native cutthroat
trout population is the third priority natural resource manage
mat issue in the park resource
management
plan (March
1995). In response to this potential ecological crisis, Yellowstone National
Park held a
workshop
February
15-17,
1995, with fisheries biologists
and managers
familiar with
salmonids. The majority ofparticipants
concluded
that
“chances are high that flake
trout] cannot be eliminated and
will seriously reduce the cutthroat population.. :’ The group
also concluded that lake trout
abundance
can be limited
through an aggressive control
program, which would require
a long-term
commitment
of
expert stti and dedication of
supplies and equipment.
The park has outliied a program with the objective
to
maintain a robust native cutthroat trout population in the
Yellowsto”e Lake-Yellowsto”e

Riverec~,systembymi”imizi”g
the effects of introduced lake
trout. A high degree of uncertainty remains as to the extent
and status of the lake trout
population
in Yellowstone
Lake. The most immediate
needs are (1) to increax the information baw about both lake
trout and cutthroat trout populations, and (2) to begin sup
pressing
the
lake
trout
population. The experts recommend that a well-designed mechanical removal program that
minimizes
unintended
cutthroat trout loss is most likely
toprovidebothinfonnationo”
and control of lake trout. ‘Ihe
park hopes to begin a” experimental effort to gillnet lake
trout this summer. This effort
will allow us to test methods
temporarily and geographically
prior to developing
a longrange action plan to control
nonnative lake trout in Yellowstone Lake.
.

.

.

Visitors are finding something new underfoot in the Old
Faithful area of Yellowstone
National Park. Last year, the
park replaced 30 feet of traditional boardwalk with lumber
made from recycled plastic
with more to come. In all, 1,000
linear feet of boardwalk in the
Upper Geyser Basin will be replaced with the recycled pIa.tic lumber.
Eaglebrook Products, Inc.,
manufachJres the lum6er, Caled Durawood.
Made of recycled plastic t?om thick, plastic
bottles lie milk containers, the
lumber is 90% recycled postconsumer plastic.
‘Ilx lumber used in Yellowstone boardwalks is the color
of weathered wood, although
many dierent colors are available. I” testing, the color chang-

es

very

little

over

time.

Durawood will not rot, warp,
splinter, or crack finm exposure
and requires very little mainte“ante. It can be cut and drilled
like wood, and it can be fastened with ordinary screws or
nails. However, it is not as rigid
as wood and cannot be used in
the structural
supports
of
boardwalks. Beneath the unformly colored walkway is the
same wooden structure that
holds up the rest of the park
boardwalks.
Nancy Ward, Supervisory
Environmental
Engineer, says
there has been no trouble with
the new boardwalk, although
she points out that using Durawood in a geyser basin boardwalk is experimental.
The
company is confident of their
product, but they acknowledge
that it has “ever been used this
way; they have “ever tested it
for buffalo walking on it, for
example. She says it costs more
than wood, but may be cost effective if it lasts longer than
wood.
Lever Brothers Company
donated the Durawood to the
National Park Foundation
to
promote creative uses for recycled materials. Nine other national parks will also receive
recycled materials, including
the Washington,
D.C., mall,
Martin Luther King, Jr., National Historic Site, Georgia,
and Mount Rainier National
Park, washiigton.
Yellowsto”e
is the first to install the donated
recycled materials.
PACIFIC-GREAT

BASINS

Death Valley National Park
hosted the first western area
wilderness stewardship session
for line 05cers last May. Plan”ed and instructed by National
Park Service, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Bureau of

Land Management,
and U.S.
Forest Service St&, this session
focused attention on wilderness
philosophy,
operations
constraints inherent in the 1964
Wilderness Act, and resource
and visitor management issues
in light of the passage of the
California Desert Protection
Act. A second session will be
held in Arizona during October.
. . .
Great Basin National Park
installed a remote weather station on the summit of Bald
Mountain
last September
making it the highest in Nevada and one ofthe highest in
North America. At 11,562 feet
above
sea level, the new
weather station prowdes data
for resource management
and
research activities and also
enhances
the safety of park
visitors.
The weather station transmits data by radio to a base
station at park headquarters.
Visitor center staff can query
the station at any time in order to inform
hikers
and
climbers ofcurrent high elevation weather conditions. This
information
is especially useful to those who plan to climb
13,063 foot Wheeler
Peak,
which is located just south of
Bald Mountain
and is the
highest peak in Great Basin
National Park.
Currently, the station is programmed to record the hourly
average wind speed and direction, air temperature,
relative
humidity, solar radiation, and
maximum wind gust and its
direction. To make these measurements, the station uses a”
anemometer,
wind vane, air
temperature
and relative humidity sensor, and a solar absorption
pyranometer.
A
datalogger
controls the sen-

scm and is housed in a small
structure that also shelters a
Humboldt National Forest mdio repeater. Solar panels on
the roofofthe shelter recharge
the batteries that power the
station. The meteorological
sensors are mounted on a 5meter-tall
mast, attached to
the shelter.
This pmiect was three years
in the planning and took several months of effort during
1994 to complete.
All park
divisions and other apencies.
including the U.S. Forest Service, the O&e
of the State
Climatologist, and the Nevada
Air National Guard, helped to
establish the high elevation
weather station.
Less than two weeks after
being
installed,
the new
weather station recorded
a
146 mph southerly wind gust
that occurred during prefrontal conditions. This set a state
record for October, and is one
of the highest gusts recorded
for any month. That same day,
the station indicated an average wind speed fbr one hour
to be 86 mph!
CHESAPEnKE
Morristown
National Historical Park recently received a
i $10,000 grant from the National Park Foundation through
the NPS Expedition
Into
America Program. The park
will use the money to conduct
the first herbaceous plant survey within Morristown,
as it
has neither the staff nor funding to conduct this inventory
by its own means. Plant population ecology professor Steven
~ Handel of Kutgers University is
condwtingthe
survey based on
a sampling design of his own.
Dr. Handel’s sampling method
1 ensures that all &e&t
habi-

tats and forest types are surveyed when flowers are in
bloom, facilitating plant identification.
With volunteer help from
the Garden Club of America,
Dr. Handel and his staff conducted the first survey in late
April. While Dr. Handel’s team
ensured data quality, the volunteers enthusiastically assisted in
identifying
“any
spring
ephemerals and participated in
other hands-on fieldwork
The information
acouired
from the inventory will assist
the park in determiningwhether the number and variety of
herbaceous plants has declined
as a result of white-tailed deer
browsing and exotic species
spread. Also, volunteers
will
gain a greater understanding of
park natural resource management issues through their close
involvement with the program.
The interest, enthusiasm,
and knowledge demonstrated
by Garden Club of America
members
proves that small
parks located in densely populated areas can attract nearby
volunteers to conduct biological inventories. We are hoping
that this proiect
will develop a
_
committed pool of long-term
volunteers, who will continue
to survey and monitor plants in
the Dark

coLuMsL4

CASCADES

Richard Aroksaar, Automation Librarian for the Columbia-cascades
System Support
Office Library, is working with
a NPS Inventory and Monitoring Program and U.S. Geolo@cal Survey (USGS) team to
determine the existence, loca^
tion, scope, and quality of parkrelated geological maps. The
team search-es GEO-REF,
a
commercial
database,
and
Geoindex, a USGS database,

for records concerning
parks
and downloads them. Aroksaar
has developed a program to
convert
these downloaded
records into Pro-Cite, the NPS
bibliographic
software standard, for use by parks. For “ore
information, contact Aroksaar
at (206) 2204252.
.

.

.

The system support office recently obtained a copy ofslicer,
a 3D viewing software package.
%is software allows the user
to display three dimensional
data with shaded renderings,
vary the opacity of dif&rent areas, rotate volumes, and create
cutaway views at any angle.
The software might be useful
for modeling caves and subsw
face hydrology or geology, and
may have specific applications
at Oregon Caves, Hagerman
Fossil Beds, Crater Lake, and
Mount Rainier, among others.
.

.

.

The National Park Service
proposed revising the current
regulation concerning
admission to Oregon Caves National
Monument found in 36 Code d
F&-raIRe~b~Z49that pro
hibits access to children under
the age of six years from entering. The proposal would allow
children to enter the caves regardless ofage. ‘Ihe current age
restriction is inequitable and is
not necessary to provide safe,
high-quality interpretive tours
in the caves.
.

.

.

Wasp and yellowjacket season is upon us in “any of our
parks. Often a nuisance, bees
and wasps commonly congregate in visitor use area as a result of food residue in trash
receptaclea. Chemical-&e mitigation ofhymenopterids
can be

achieved
by regular steam
cleaning of trash cans to remove dried syrups and food
debris, which provide a reliable
food source for the animals.
Pesticide application is counterproductive and notjustifiable in
this circumstance,
because it
does not remove any food residue.
While hymenopterids
are
protected in parks, as are all
native animals, pesticides are
just&d in some situations. For
example. when wasas inhabit
an inaccessible wall void or nest
under a restroom eaves they
create a public health risk that
may warrant use of a pesticide.
If this is the case, look for a
product with pyrethrin or allethrin as the main ingredient.
This provides the least toxic
and most specific quick knockdown results. Remember
to
obtain approval prior to purchasing any pesticide and do
not overstock on products; the
Environmental
Protection
Agency may change pesticide
use status, leaving parks to dis^.
pose of hazardous waste.

Last November, the National
Park Service reached a milestone in studying carrying capacity limits on park visitors
through a process applied at
Arches National Park, Utah.
Known as visitor experience
and
resource
protection
(VERP), the study process determines natural resource and
social indicators and standards
for the protection of park resources and maintenance
of
high quality visitor experiences.
Concern over resource and
visitor experience degradation
associated with the growing
popularity of hikes to Delicate

Continued on ,ba,e 13, column 3
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SPRUCE
GROUSE
ONMT.DESERT
ISLAND
Fragmented

Mt. Desert Island
BY ALLANF O’CONNELL, JR., FREDERICK
A.
SERVELLO,
ANDSCOT D. WHITCOMB

N

ational Park Service managers
need reliable scientific data to
protect park resources. Yet information
needs often extend beyond
NPS boundaries and include other public and private lands. Increasingly
fragmented
landscapes
and a scarcity of
current inventory and monitoring data increase the difficulty of protecting
and
managing park natural resources. These
circumstances
are particularly true in the
northeastern United States where park areas are typically small and often within
an urban or suburban setting and landscapes are characterized
by diverse
landownership.
Even Acadia National
Park (the only national park in the northeastern United States) has a highly fragmented boundary.
Located mostly on
Mount Desert Island (see locator map),
the park can be affected by adjacent land
use practices, because 56% of Mount
Desert Island does not lie within the park
boundaries.
Spruce gi-ouse (Dendr&x.r
canadens;-i, a common gallinaceous bird of the
North American boreal forest, reach their
southeastern range limit on Mount Desert
Island (fig. 1). Once believed common on
the island, this species was thought to
have been extirpated in the late 1800s due
to land use changes and human impacts.
Throughout
the 198Os, however, park
visitors filed approximately
a dozen unverified reports of the bird.
In that Acadia National Park comprises
less than half of Mount Desert Island’s
area, potential
spruce grouse habitat
reaches beyond park boundaries.
As a
result, park spruce grouse demographics

10
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SCIENCE

habitat complicates species management

are likely influenced by the grouse population outside the Dark. Uncertainhi over
the status of the population resultdd in a
park request for funds to document the
bird and gather current local ecological
information. In this study, we attempted
first to document the existence of spruce
grouse on Mount Desert Island; later we
estimated population
size, distribution,
and productivity,
and evaluated habitat
occupancy and dispersal.
METHODS

Spruce grouse are conifer specialists
and inhabit different conifer types depending
on locality and latitude. Researchers in the Adirondacks of northern
New York (also along the southeastern
edge of spruce grouse range) found that
this grouse is restricted to patches oflowland conifer habitat (black spruce and
tamarack
rPictz mariana and Larix
lan’nia,
res&tively])
(Fritz 1979). We
delineated
all black spruce-tamarack
habitat on Mount Desert Island using
aerial photographs
and vegetation maps.
Although
mature spruce-fir
upland is
considered
marginal habitat for spruce

grouse, we also selected 22 spruce-fir sites
in order to fully evaluate local occupancy
1
of all conifer habitat.
We conducted call-back swwy~ (listened
for vocal responses to broadcast tape recorded grouse calls) along transects to locate grouse and estimate population size.
We captured individuals with telescoping noose poles, marked each with COIL
.
. . .
ored, numbered leg bands, and outfitted
females and juveniles with radio transmitters (fig. 2). We grouped potential habitat patches into three categories: large 0
26 ha or 64.2 acres), medium (lo-26 ha
or 24.7-64.2 acres), and small (4-10 ha or
9.9-24.7 acres). We used a minimum of 4
ha (9.9 acres) to evaluate patch occupancy
based on known spruce grouse home
range requirements.
Finally, we determined spatial characteristics ofpatch occupancy by using digital data produced
from vegetation
maps and a oersonal
computer version of Arc-Info s&ware.
~
RESULTS AND DKC”SSKW.I

Minimum
breeding
population
estimates for spruce grouse on the island
were 72 in 1992 and 56 in 1993. During

mk?wm 1993 b&ding population of 56 of the forest dwelling ;ndiv,duals living both within
the natjonaf park and on nearby private lands.

Figure 2. The wildlife study
called for marking birds with
colored, numbered

leg

bands and necklacemounted

radio transmitters

for subsequent

identification.

Study grouse preferred
larger habitat patches

and

tended to cluster in those
patches

that were closest to

one another.

The study also

showed that compared

to

other eastern U.S. spruce
grouse populations
reproductive

success is low

in the Mount Desert /s/and
population.

our study, predators killed seven of 18
radio-tagged female grouse (39%), three
during egg-laying, two during incubation,
and two with broods. As of August 28,
the beginning of the late brood rearing
period, only five females (26%) had suecessfully raised broods. Initial brood size
(13 days after the hatch) ranged from one
to six birds (~3.4). Most chick mortalIQ (41%) occurred within the first 9 days
posthatch, including four entire broods,
and only 11 of 37 (30%) chicks survived
until August 28. Grouse productivity
(number of chicks produced divided by
the number of females) during the first 2
years of this study was low compared to
Dther populations
in eastern
North
America.
The proportion ofpatches occupied by
rpruce grouse was related to patch size
and distance between patches. Occupied
patch size varied greatly (7.7-269 ha or
19.0-664.4 acres). During this study,
grouse occupied both large patches, five
of six medium-sized
patches, and one of
10 small patches, with a significant difference between
small- and mediumEized patch occupancy.
Unoccupied
patches were farther from the nearest oc-

cupied patch (~2.5 km or 1.6 mi) than
were other occupied patches (~1.2 km
0.7 mi), suggesting that patch size and
interpatch distance are important in determining patch occupancy. We only observed two spruce grouse on the 22
spmce-fir sites surveyed, and they were
at a distance of <500 m away from suitable lowland sites.
Home ranges for broods ranged from
12.8-26.5 ha (31.6-65.5 acres). Nearly all
juveniles
dis&xsed from natal habitat
patches and exhibited longer dispersal
distances on Mount Desert Island than
they did in more contiguous
habitats.
This may be due to the extensive amount
of marginal or unsuitable
habitat surrounding
patches of suitable lowlandconifer. Six of nine juveniles traveled
8
km (5 mi), and only two of nine located
other suitable lowland conifer patches.
The remaining seven will probably have
to move again in the spring to locate
breeding
habitat.
Juveniles
moved
through deciduous or mixed deciduousconifer habitats
indicating
that these
cover types were not the barriers to dispersal that some had thought.

Mount Desert Island spruce grouse resemble a metapopulation,
because oftheir
association with patches ofblack sprucetamarack scattered across the island. Although we found birds in eight different
patches, they were grouped in two clusters, which suggests the importance
of
interpatch movement. Spruce grouse are
listed as a threatened species in New York
where small populations
are confined to
fragmented patches ofhabitat. Decline of
softwoods (by logging or development)
and an unknown number killed by hunters each year (because spmce grouse are
exceptionally
approachable
by humans
and resemble ruffed grouse) may reduce
populations
especially
in fragmented
habitats (Bouta and Chambers 1990). In
view of this, and because several Mount
Desert Island black spruce-tamarack
patches are privately owned, it may be
appropriate to incorporate protection of
suitable spruce grouse habitat into the
Acadia National Park Land Protection
Plan. Long-term
protection
of critical
spruce grouse habitat through the purchase or donation of conservation
easements also appears appropriate. National
Park Service land protection plans should
consider future implications
for wildlife
species like spruce grouse, and parks
should note the connection between park
resources and adjacent private lands.
B
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PROFILE

OF

THE

NBS

MIDCONTINENT
ECOLOGICAL
SCIENCE
CENTER,
FORT
COLLINS,
COLORADO
BY
THE
EDlTOR
EdibA noi!e: T7zisti fhe~5nf of several
science cenferprofifes to be pubItihed in
Park Science dunkg the nexf couple of
years. In pr+znzfion for the article, the
~ editor w&d the center dunkg ifs second

T

he Midcontinent
Ecological
Science
Center
(MESC),
located in Fort Collins, Colorado,
conducts
ecological
research and develops technologies
to improve the understanding
and management
of
biological
systems
(species, populations, communities,
landscapes,
and
ecosystems)
of the western
interior
United States. The center also develops and implements
inventory
and
monitoring
programs for the accurate
~ assessment
of biological
status and
trends, and provides information,
technical services, and training related to
the management
of biological
resources.
Like most science
centers,
~ MESC generally
concentrates
on regional ecological
research,
although
i there is no requirement
to work exclusively within the Midcontinent
Region.
One of 15 NBS science
centers,
MESC is the second largest with 240
employees
(42 from NPS) working in
16 locations. At $15 million, the MESC
budget is the largest among the science
centers. To achieve its mission, the tenter is divided into 11 sections that are
either organized by discipline or geography. The center also maintains
15
field stations that can conduct park research. These stations came to the NBS
tram various agenaes,
and several m
the NBS Midcontinent
Region are located within parks. Additionally,
13 regional
cooperative
research
units
(former CPSUs),
although
administered separately
from science centers,

are associated
with universities throughout
the region
and conduct research that is
often
very applicable
to
parks.
Dr. Rey Stendell, a zoologist and research
administrator,
heads the science
center with assistance from
::qy
Dr. Tom O’Shea,
a mami;
*,
,,
‘_ ::,y*,,
__
malogist
and conservation
” *.\
biologist. Dr. Cliff Martinka
has recently
transferred
from Glacier National Park
*
_. ,$(~(
to become
the Mountain
_ .AlC
,,,.5 ‘:. ,‘“,z,y,<’
,’
Ecosystems
Section Leader.
‘+>s,; ,_ i .:,
*
,_
Along with O’Shea (acting
Figure 1. NBS researcher Susan Skagen of the MESC
in the role of Southwestern
Vertebrate Ecology Section prepares to band a
Ecosystems
Sections Leadshorebird in her study on migration ecology She hopes
er), they facilitate research
to determine species reliance on river corridors and
and technical
assistance
deserl oases as neotropical migrant stopover locations.
needs among southwestern
and northern
Rocky M”“nt&n national parks and find funding to
The work of the center is carried out
under three major NBS programmatic
accomplish
the work.
Generally speaking, long-term
(straareas: research, inventory and monitoring, and information
and technology
tegic)
research
priorities
are set
through an evolving process at the naservices. The research area of MESC
tional level that olaces high
(see figure 1) strives to improve the un., value on
the natural resource planning
that we
derstanding
and management
of ecoalready do quite well. These projects
systems,
landscapes,
communities,
trickle down to the appropriate
repopulations,
and species. Ecosystem
gions, science
centers,
cooperative
researcn . 1s aimed at understanding
the
,
units, and field stations for implemenstructure
and function
of montane,
tation. A major area ofunrest presently
prairie, and arid lands and associated
among client agencies is how the NBS
aquatic habitats while taking into conaddresses more immediate,
unplanned
sideration
human impacts and global
requests for tactical research and techchange on these systems. Current renical assistance.
The recently
apsearch projects that might have utility
pointed
NBS regional
directors,
in parks include
impacts
of fire and
including Midcontinent’s
Dave Garrett,
revegetation
in selected
NPS areas,
acknowledge
that their agency is not
evaluating,
restoring,
and enhancing
meeting client needs in this area and
river corridor ecosystems,
and restorplan to address this issue as a high priing and creating wetland and riparian
ority in the near future.
ecosystems.

Within this broad research function,
~ the center also emphasizes
popu&rbn
~ eculugy.
This
area
focuses
on
~ demography,
population
genetics, and
the management
and biology of small
~ populations
and metapopulations
in
relation to habitat change and land use
patterns. A sample of ongoing investigations of likely interest to parks illeludes
population
genetics
of the
black-footed
ferret, estimating
and
maintaining
population
sizes ofendangered fish and amphibians,
and developing
ccxsus
techniques
and
population
models for other species of
roncern.
Species hology research
determines
the life history, system&x,
and habitat requirements
of selected
species.
The National
Biological
Service emphasizes
endangered,
declining,
and
nongame species and those species that
may become candidates for listing. Ongoing investigations
involve the grizzly bear, desert tortoise, bats, mow&n
plover, and other species of concern in
NPS areas.
The z&e&or?, a& nunifonj?g activities of MESC
track the stat”s
and
trends ofbiological
resources. The tenter carries out these activities at the “a~ tional level as needed
by providing
expertise,
developing
technologies
with wide applications,
and developing spatial and tabular databases to support
inventory
and
lnonitoring
activities. The National Biological Service is conducting
the following activities that may be of help to parks:
~ determining
the vertebrate
faunas and
fauna1 histories of federal lands including national park areas and managing
herbaria and vertebrate repository
collections
at strategic
locations
within
the region.
A fundamental
intent ofthe National
~ Biological Service is to make available
information
on biological resources to
Department
of the Interior managers
(and the public, states, etc.), and MESC
supports this objective through its Ij2~‘imnation and technology senvces. The
center provides information,
technical
services, and training
related to the
management
of biological
resources.
~ They also provide expertise on a national scale for the development
ofnew
’ technologies
and models critical to the
I~~~

management
of these reso”rces,
and
training in the “se ofthese tools. Their
strengths include the ability to develop
habitat models and provide technical
assistance
with social, economic,
and
institutional
analyses. In this area the
National
Biological
Service can develop speciesand community-level
habitat suitability
models for habitat
management
planning, develop GIS to
aid analysis ofendangered
species critical habitat. evaluate social perceptions
of natural resollrce “lanagement
alternatives, analyze economic
impacts of
endangered
species critical habitat decisions, and develop
computer
technologies
and expert
systelns
for
application
to biological resource man.
agement.
EXPERTISE AND RECENT MESC
PROJECTS

The formation
of the National
Biological Service and subsequent
restruturing of all land management
client
agencies has led to a firm beginning
in
human
resources
consolidation
and
ecosystem
management.
As agencies
shrink and are forced to rely more on
each other for cooperation
and the
NBS for biolorrical research and technical assistance,
it snakes sense economically
and organizationally
to
begin to approach
resource
management from a more holistic
point of
view. A few ofthe projects and services
that the scientists at MESC have been
working
on recently,
in addition
to
those already mentioned,
are also beginning
to show this orientation
toward ecosystem management,
perhaps
especially at this science center. Table
1 (on page 14) shares a list of MESC
sections, leaders, expertise, and selected
research activities that are relevant to
NPS needs (but by no means complete).
Other common services or products
of MESC include scientific design assistance, statistical analysis, GIS, publications, bibliographies,
species status
and trends reports, global positioning
system equipment,
training
(environmental negotiations,
etc.), symposia,
book chapters,
ecological
computer
modelling
tools, and technical
assistance.
I/

will continue refining software periodically
to ensure that these systems evolve in order to meet the demands and expectations
ofNPS information users for planning and
documentation.
For ii”ther information,
contact Goddard at (970) 225.3543.
E

Arch, Double 0 Arch, and automobile
travel on 4-wheel drive roads led the park
and VERP developers to test the process
at Arches l,ast fall. ‘Ihe VERP process starts
with designation ofdifferent management
zones based upon different types and
amounts of visitor “se (e.g., permit-controlled backcountry
hiking, unrestricted
frontcountry
hiking, etc.). Standards for
social indicators vary according to the resource and visitor experience objecTives of
the different management zones.
At the core of the VERP program are
the indicators and standards that seek to
mitigate resource and visitor experience
degradation. When exceeded, the indicators and standards trigger management
actions that social conditions back within
acceatable limits.
Specifically, the social standard for Delicate Arch requires management action if
more than 30 hikers at one time are observed in 10% or more ofthe samples collected during the peak hours of the peak
months ofthe visitor season. Likewise, visitors will encounter no more than three
vehicles per hour or 10 widening per mile
(areas where vegetation and soils are disturbed bv vehicles leaviw ,, the road) while
travelling park 4.wheel drive roads. Ifthese
conditions are violated more than lO”/u of
the sampling period, management
must
take action to bring conditions back within
the acceptable limit.
Monitoring will be completed in 1996
and may indicate certain restrictions on
some visitor activities in 1997. The VERP
process also suggests that a parkwide car‘ying capacity may be necessary if visitation continues to grow.
Denver Service Center and park staffare
currently writing the VERP implementation plan that will explain in detail the
management
zones, indicators and standards, and management
actions that the
park will take initially.
0
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Social,

Economic,

and Institutional

Lee Lamb. (970) 226-9256

Analysis Section
Economics, environmental law, instItutional analysis,
land use policy, legislative process, policy analysis,
polItical science, sociology, water law, and wildlife and
habitat values.

VIsItor values of Rocky Mountain National Park natural
resources (published in Park Science 15(1]:10 by
Jonathan Taylor).

Southwestern
Ecosystems
Section
Tom O’Shea (acting); (970)
Arid & montane habitats; biodlversity; disturbance;
226-9398, Field Stations at Los endangered and declining species; fire ecology; habitat
Alamos and Albuquerque, NM,
restoration; inventory and monitoring; landscape, plant,
Moab, UT, and Flagstaff, AZ
& soil ecology; taxonomy & systematics, & vertebrates.

Soil compaction impacts to desert lands (grazing, visitor
trampling) and effects on biodiversity and plant recovery
(Jane Belnap).

Mountain Ecosystems
Section
Cliff Martinka, (970) 226-9342;
Field stations at West Glacier,
MT, Yellowstone, WY, and Fort
Collins, co.

Landscape scale gap analysis program to consolidate
data for parks and forests in evaluating patterns of
biodiversity (Leo Marnell).

Atmospheric
and Watershed
Raymond Hermann; (970)
226-9342

Animal behavior, aquatic systems, global change,
landscape ecology, natural areas, plant ecology,
threatened species, trend and analysis, and vertebrates
of Glacier, Yellowstone, and Rocky Mountain National
Parks.

Ecosystems
Programs Section
Air pollution dispersion modeling, air quality,
blodiversity, GIS. global change, inventory and
monitoring, remote sensing, smoke management, water
quality monitoring, and watershed science.

Vertebrate Ecology Section
Fritz Knopf; (970) 226-9325

Endangered
Species Section
John Oldemeyer; (970)
226-9491; Field stations at
Bozeman, MT, Riverside and
Palm Springs, CA, Las Vegas,
NV, and Saint George, UT.

Amphibians, biodiversity, birds, field biology, landscape
ecology, mammals, and reptiles.

Restoration ecology of western rangelands using
reintroduction of keystone species, such as beaver and
prairie dogs (Bruce Baker).

Animal behavior, arid habitats, botany, disturbance,
Fire effects on Yellowstone grizzly bears (Richard
endangered species, fire ecology, mammals, plant
Knight).
ecology, predator-prey relations, radiotelemetry,
reptiles, threatened species, Great Plains, Mojave Desert,
Rocky Mountains, Yellowstone National Park.

Stream and Riparian Ecology Section
Lee lschinger; (970) 2X-9331
Stream vegetation responses to changes in stream flow.

River Systems Managmsaat
Sectton
Clair Stalnaker; (970) 226-9332
Ecotoxicological monitoring, geomorphology, habitat
restoration, hydraulic and civil engineering, hydrology,
impact assessment, invertebrate ecology, plant ecology,
riparian and wetland ecology, sediment dynamics,
stream ecology, systems modeling, and water quality.
landscape
and Habitat Analysis
Vacant: (970) 226-9305

Atmospheric inputs and watershed outputs monitoring
at Sequoia, Rocky Mountain, Olympic, and Isle Royale
National Parks as a way to assess and model ecosystem
dynamics (Robert Stottlemeyer).

Sectton
Agricultural policy, bioenergenetics, birds, forest
management, GIS, global change, habitat analysis and
modeling, impact assessment, landscape ecology,
remote sensing, riparian ecology, statistics, stream
ecology, systems modeling, and wetland ecology.

Contaminant impacts on western stream gravel bed
aquatic habitats (Del Nimmo) and relationships between
biotic indicators of ecosystem health and environmental
variables (Terry Boyle).
Model development of in stream flow needs for multiple
species in southeastern U.S. rivers (Ken Bovee) and
multiagency Colorado River management model
development using multiple criteria approach (Marshall
Flug).
Techniques development for predicting responses of
fish and wildlife to changes in habitat and Unix-Internet
database of contaminants on federal lands.

Ozark
Naana
Forest
26%

LAND

OWNERSHIP

STATUS

Figure 1 (left). Buffalo River water quality
depends greatly on land use practices outside
park, forest, and game and fish management
area boundaries, a// areas within the Buffalo
River watershed. The watershed figure shows
land ownership and location of schools
participating in the water education team
(W’E’T)
program.

Figure 2 (below). Standing ankle deep in
Buffalo River tributary Calf Creek, W*E’T
students get an introduction to physical
monitor;ng techniques from U.S. Forest
Service Hydrologist Jay Swafford. The two
day training combined classroom and field
activities to teach students what they need to
know to participate ;n the water quality study
program.

BUFFALO
RIVER
WATERSHED
STUDENTS
GET MCE*T
BY DAVIDN. Mori ANDMICHAELNARANJO

I

ften glasses are filled with water from
the Buffalo River, the contents ofjust
one glass originates from inside the
park! In other words, Buffalo National
River manages only 11% “fthe total watershed, sharing ownership with Ozark
National Forest (26%), Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission
(3%), and many
private land “wners (60% [fig. 11).
Land use activities, such as logging,
gravel mining, and agricultural
“perations, occur within the watershed.
Although the quality of the water flowing
into and in the Buffalo River is generally
considered excellent, these practices adversely affect the river in some areas. With
60% of the watershed
being managed
privately, the future ofthe river may well
be in the hands of our upstream neighbors.
One strategy for preserving the ecological health of the river and its tributaries is education.
The National Park
Sewice, U.S. Forest Service, National Park
Foundation, Arkansas Department ofPollution Control and Ecology (ADPCE),
and Arkansas Game and Fish Commission are joint sponsors of W*E*T (Water
Education Team) a pilot interactive water res”urces education program invohing the local schools ofJasper, Marshall,
and SaintJoe (fig. 1). The program is longterm, emphasizing environmental
values

and an understanding
of the ecological
balance of streams. Organizers hope the
students will pass along the education to
their parents and others.
In order t” participate, the schools attend a Z-day training workshop where instructors treat students
and teachers as equals.
Both are taught about
water as a resource, the
three components
of
water quality monitoring (chemical, physical,
and biological), and the
methodolog+es used for
collecting,
analyzing,
and recording
water
samples. Experts and
guests
from various
agencies and organizati”ns participate in the
sessions (fig. 2).
Participants
choose
stations
to monitor
along various tributaries according to accessibility and logistics.
Equipped
with field
gear, meters, and lab
equipment, the schools sample each station every month and conduct follow-up
lab tests. In addition, the schools also rec&e computers, software, and modems
for networking and data entry.

Buffalo National River, Ozark National
Forest, and ADPCE work closely with
the schools to troubleshoot problems, replenish supplies, and analyze samples for
nutrients.
The students
use EPA-approved methods
t” measure pH, dissolved
oxygen,
conductivity,
temperature,
turfecal
bidity,
coliform bacteria,
and identify macroinvertebrates.
Program
sponsors provide annual
refresher
training and qualcontrol
ity
checks.
The program
has been a real
success
so far.
and
Students
teachers
have
maintained
enthusiasm and remained
motivated; s”me have
even taken
on
special projects. One senior &Jasper High
School demonstrated
leadership and initiative by designing a sampling regime for
additional sites on the Little Buffalo River.

Figure 2. Once
resident at
Gateway National

Recreation

Area,

the northeastern
beach tiger beetle
was extirpated

as

a result of military
activity and heavy
pedestrian

traffic.

Restoration
activities

to return

the beetle to the E
beaches of Sandy
Hook, New
Jersey, began last
October.

inches deep; the winged adult (fig. 1,

biological opinion concluded
that during the restoration
process the entire
experimental
population
could be lost
due to severe winter storms, accidental trampling,
or the species’ inability
to adapt to relocation.
We developed
management
recommendations
and
introduction
procedures
to minimize
the rDassibilitv of an “incidental
take”
while establis’hing
the new population.
On a warm night in early October
the researchers
collected
approximately 800 tiger beetle larvae from the
Chesapeake
Bay population
(fig. 3).
The larvae, which live in vertical tunnels between the high tide and drift line
(highest tide line where wood, vegetation, and other debris are deposited),
were located by the reflection of their
eyes in a flashlight
beam. The larvae
wait at the mouth of the burrow
to
catch small prey as they pass by. Project
participants
had to dig up each of the
800 larvae since they would drop back
into their holes. This was no small task
considering
the larvae are only about
a half-inch long and the burrow can be
up to 18 inches deep. The researchers
placed the beetle larvae in vials containing some sand and transferred
the
insects to the park along with 50 vials
of laboratory-grown
larvae.
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Employees
of
page 1) emerges during the second
the U.S. Fish and
summer.
Wildlife
Service
field
office
in
Pleasantville,
New
Figure 5 (right). Restoration staff
Jersey, volunteers,
placed larvae beneath tiny paper cups
and park stafffrom
until the young insects could dig their
divisions
all
own protective burrows.
helued
to release
the’tiger beetle larvae on the park
Park Science
beach (tig. 4). We created eight 10 x 10 mer and plan to update
m plots and evenly spaced 100 larvae
readers about our success in a subsequent issue. Beachgoers
concerned
in each plot. As we released them from
the vials, we covered the larvae with a
over the possibility
of mope insects on
the beach were relieved to learn that
small paper cup to protect them until
theydugaverticalburrow
(fig. 5). Over
the tiger
beetles
rely heavily
on
the following
several weeks, the regreenhead
and other biting flies as a
searchers
returned
to assess survival
primary food sowcc.
Participating
in this project gave us
and to place tiny meal worms in the
an opportunity
to contribute
to the
plots to supplement
the larvae food
conservation
of a species threatened
SUPPlY.
with extinction. Although some or perThe northeastern
beach tiger beetle
larvae pass through three developmenhaps all of the larvae may be lost during this attempt
to establish
a new
tal stages during a Z-year life cycle,
overwintering
twice as larvae, pupatpopulation,
the species will benefit
overall because
of increased
public
ing at the bottom oftheir burrows, and
emerging as winged adults during their
awareness, our improved knowledge of
its habitat requirements,
and improved
third summer. Depending
on the level
of development
and the survival rate
restoration
procedures.
of the introduced
larvae, we hope to
see some adult tiger beetles this sum-

Figure 4 (left). The restoration
effort required

collecting

800

larvae from the Virginia
Chesapeake

Bay and replacing

them evenly in eight restoration
plots on the New Jersey beach
at Gateway

Staff hopefully await

the return of the winged-adult

Her project paper received state recogntion and a $1,000 Future Farmers of
America college scholarship.
The most important
thing about
this program
is how the students
feel
about
their efforts.
The following
quotes are taken from reaction papers
written by students at the end ofeach
year:

“W*E*T taught me not only how
to gather information,
but
also _._
how to apply this information
in real
life.”
Jennz;feer Richardson
“1 have
learned how people are
affecting the rivers _._”
Laura Brinkmeyer
“I have learned to
respect
the water
and not abuse the
privilege
of having
such
beautiful
creeks
around
our
community.”
Reyna Martin

beef/e to Sandy Hook this
summer.

“W”E*T
is completely different
from
what 1 expected.
We
do a lot more hands
on and field work.”
Jessie Baker
“I feel
working
with bugs is helping
me decide
what career 1 may want
to
pursue.
When
1 first
project
joined
W*E*T
1 would
not
touch any of the bugs
and now 1 find myself
falling
in love with
the cute little guys.”
Nikki Dean

Gateway beaches have always been
a valuable resource. They may become
even more valuable with the addition
of the northeastern
beach tiger beetle
to the more remote
sections
of the
park. This important
step will bring us
closer to recreating
a truly natural
beach
ecosystem
with a complete
complement
of native beach organ-

isms.
B

Bruce Lane is a Supervisory Park
Ranger in the Natural Resources
Division at the Gateway National
Recreation Area Sandy Hook Unit. His
address is P.O. Box 530, Fort Hancock,
NJ 07732; phone (908) 872.0115; fax
(908) 872-7241. He can also be reached
via NPS cc:Mail-- “Bruce Lane NPGATE :

“I feel some responsibility
for the
polluting
of our
streams
and land. 1
now try to be more
careful with my actions because now 1
think
of how they
will affect our ecosystem:’
Ananda
Weaeaver
As sponsors
of
W*E*T, we are extremely
proud
of
our students
and
their
teachers.
We
hope this learning
program
will contribute to the future
success of these students and the longterm health
of the
Buffalo River and its
tributaries.

“1
acquired
many
new skills.
1
know how to classify
and categorize
organisms
discovered
in
the water:’
J&em
Arthur
“I learned
a lot
more than 1 expected,
but the main thing 1
realized
was that everything
in the environment
affects
everything
else.”
Tara Dawn Cape
“I have
learned
the usefulness
and importance
of
teamwork.
Everyone
must give one
hundred
percent
effort for the correct results.”

B

David Mott is a
Hydrologist and
a Biological Technician. Both are at
Buflaalo National River, Arkansas,
and can be reached at (501) 741.
5443, through NPS cc:Mair or by email: “david_mott@nps.gov”
and
“mike_naranjo@nps,gov
‘~ respectively.
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Nafional Monument showkg
Frijoles watershed blaze.

I

t&?s scarred by fire in the 18.Z

LANDSCAPE-SCALE
FIREHISTORY
STUDIES
SUPPORT
FIRE ~
MANAGEMENT
ACTION
ATBANDELIER
BY CRAIGD. ALLEN,RAMZITOUCHAN,
AND
THOMASW. SWETNAM

F

ire has long been recqnized as a key
process determining the ecological
structure and fun&o~~ ofmq
so”&.
western forests (W&aver 1951). Major ch;mges
in southwestem fire rrg;ma over the past m.
buy (Swetnam 1990) are having correspondin& 1~ ~Io+II
&i&t~ on southwestem
forests, in&&g
those of Band&r National
Monument in theJemaMountains
ofnorthemNew Mexico (Allen 1989). FIc~lo$s and
mmqgn
who seek to understand current
landscape rquire accurate information on
the spatial and temporal variability in past iire
regimes. This kind of information provida
essential hktoric‘ll context that is needed to
properly manage our modem park landSClPeS.
\Vz are using dendrochronological
(treering) methods to reconstmct 6re occurrence
patterns over the last several hundred years
across a variety of vegetation types, top+
graphic situations, and geographic locations
in the Jane.. Mountains. The work is being
accomplished through a ccqerative effort between Band&r National Monument, the Natiod Biological Sewice, the Santa Fe National

Forest, and the University of Arizma Labcratmy of Tree-Ring Research (Touchan and
Swemam 1995). We have dated over 3,000
fire scarsfrom 373 trees, snags, logs, and
stumpsat 25 sites located around an arc 50
km (31 mi) in diameter that ciraunscriies
the Jemez Mountains (fig. 1). Elevations of

I
The fire sex chronologies show that fire
was &quent and widespread in the Jane-z
Mountains prior to the 1890s (fig. 3). For ex,ample, fire scan samples in Band&r record
113different61~yearsbetween 148Oand 1899

sampled sites range between 2,000 and 3,000
,, *,^
Imn”l)r
. . , , nmmlmm...
m (b,YJL ala Y,wMIt, rapecnvely,. !2ac11scar
is dated to its precise year of formation, and
in most cases even the season in which the
6i-e ,scamed can be determined. We are using these data to develop fire histories at multiple spatial scales, building up f&r individual
trees through clusters oftrees to w&ash&
(tig,2) and 6&y the entire mountain range.
Ponderosa pine (Pznus po,zdtnxa) dominates most sample sites, although we also
sampled mixed conifer forests that contained
Dcluglas fir (fspudo~~a mtisr~,
white tir

AD. Siq%e fires burned in p*tily
py
^
fuels tram
the lowest elevation mesa-top
stands of ponderosa pine at 2,030 m (6,660
I?) to the summit oftbe Fiijoles Creek watershed at over 3,000 m (fig. 2), with average
intervals between widespread fires ran@g
hm 5.15 years. In many year? climate-synchronized 6re burned throughout tbeJem~
Mountains (and even throughout the Southwest; see Swetnam 1990)-other
years,
smaller, patchier fires wxurred. We believe
that lightning caused the vast majority ofthese
tbs. Like elsewhere in the Southwest, the
widespread surface fires ceased throughout
(X%wmcu/~, and Engelmann spruce @tea
en&vuznni). We collected aspen (Pq&~fu.~ the Jemez area in the late 1800s (fig. 3), ap
parently because intense grazing by large
i%mhifq) cores from pure stands adjacent
nwnbaof~~-ranginglivestockreducedthe
to some mixed co&r sites and aossdated
grassy li& through which most 6res spread
them to determine posffire establishment
(Swetrlam1990).
dates. We also used dendroclimatic methods
Major fire years tended to be dq in both
to reconstruct December-June precipitation
ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forests in
back to 1653 AD. using ring-width chmnole
tlx Jemez Mountains. Adjacent ponderosa
gies From nine sites in northern New Mexico.

~

1

logiai &cc& ofthe La Mesa Frc and have
presented iindiigs on diverse topics (ranging f?“m fire &cts on atiuna
and nits
gen-cycling to cultural resources) at a
well-attended symposium in 1994; the t-es&ant manuscripts are nearly ready for
publication.

pine and mixed conifer lorests “f&n. but not
always, recorded synchronous fire events.
However, major 6re yean in ponderosa pine
foresti typically occurred with a 2.year lag
after sign&&y
rater
winter-spring precipitation; this is not observed in local mixed
conifer sites. ‘Ihis suggest? that the buildup
of Jine fuels (such as herbacexs vegetation
following a wet yeaI) was an important pre
cursor to spreading fire in ponderosa pine
forests, whereas t&l moisture, rather than 6ne
fuel availability, was more important in determining 6re occurrence in m&c tied m
nifer sites. ‘Ihe lags in fuel-i&e relations, and
the influences ofpersieent atmospheric phen”mena on 6x1 accumulation and fire OCCUTrence in the Southwest (such as the El
Niio-Southern
Oscillation [Swetnam and
l3etmcoutt 1990]),s-t
thatlong-rangefire
hazard forecasting models could be constmcted.
‘Ihe network of 25 6re scan sample sites
reveals sign&ant spatial variations in past fire
regimes across the Jemez Mountains. Panderosa pine forest sites exhibited a range of
high frequency surface fire patterm, with reduced Gequencies observed: 1) at low elevation sites, which have inherently lower
potentials for producing fine fuels; 2) at placY?s
that ax topographically isolated from the
larger m&ix of pine forests; and 3) during
times that livestock grazing likely reduced the
quantity and continuity oflocal SW&Y fuels.
FW fire regimes in m&c mixed conifer forests included a mmbiiation
of surface fires
and patchy crown 6res at 15-30 year intervals. Historical lightnin&e
records 6om the
park indicate that in most years middle el-

evation pondemsa pine forests have a greater
propensity for sustaining fires than other vqetation tps
Other significant findings include: s”me of
the first quantitative reconstmctions of&-e histoxy from several southwestern forest types,
including ripaian mixed m&r, pondaosa
pine/pifion-juniper
ecutone, spruce-fir; surprisingly 6equent fire “fxuren CeikmanLlm
ber of moist or high elevation forest types;
proof that essentially all pale”!Ires occurred
in spring or e&y summer, whereas much pte
scribed burning today occws in fal for control raaons; indications of possible Native
American enhancement of& Frequencies in
a fnv, p&alar
time periods and places; and
demonstration of the long-tam coexistence
oftwo sensitive species with 6re (the endemic
Jemez Mountains salamander
[Plethodon
ntvmxk~
listed as state-endangered and
federal Category 2 Notice~f-Raiay]
and the
federally-threatened
Mexican spotted owl
[Shzi” oc&dti
haizh]).
Fiie suppreccion during this century has
significantly aacted area ecx?l”gy in a variety
of ways, most obviously by allowing the
buildup of unnaturally high densities of trees
and amounts of ground lixls that were formerly thinned by i?qent stice fires. lhus,
as across much of the west, 6re suppression
ha promoted conditions today that threaten
the health offorests in the Jane Mountains,
with irmasingly large, intense, and uncontrollable aown &s. In 1971, one such fire,
the La Mesa Fiie, burned thmugh the heat
of the Band&r ponderosa pine forests. scientists have recently completed a dozen
linked rexaxh projects investigatingthe eco

Landscape-scale fire histoty resexch is
providing aitical information to initiate,
guide, and support extensive use of prescribed 6re by multiple agencies to restore
this keystone process to forest lands in the
Jemez Mountains. Fire histoty data have
been essential to allow fire maJlagement
programs to (c.xeUly) plnceed with buming plans in occupied habitat ofsuch sensitive species as Mexican spotted owl and
Janez Mountains salamander Overall, this
fire history research provides much ofthe undapinniig
for the new Band&r National
Monument Fire Management Plan, and it is
b&g wed to suppot similar fire management e&w on surrounding Santa Fe National
Forest and Native American lands.
B
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Figure 1. The 1994 fire Season
challenged
cooperators
multiple

park staff and
with managing

inc;dents

with different

goals: the Starvation

Creek

, (upper left) and Adair #2 wildfires
(,,,jd&

right) were contained,

while the Howling Fire (middle
left) was allowed to bum within
prescription

to reap ecological

benefits.

PRESCRIBED
NATURAL
FIRE
MANAGEMENT:
LESSONS
LEARNED
IN
THEGLACIER
NATIONAL
PARK
CLASSROOM
Resource and fire management integration necessary to
reap ecological benefits of fire
BY TOMZIMMERMAN,
FRED Vnwonni, LAURIE
KURTH,AND THADSTEWART

T

he 1994 wildland
fire season
posed especially long and extensive blazes that challenged
many fire managers in the western United
States. Numerous fires grew quickly to
large sizes and persisted for abnormally
long periods of time. Few natural fires
were allowed to continue as prescribed
natural fires (see the glossary at the end
of the article for an explanation of technical fire terms). However, fire managers
in Glacier National Park, Montana, successfully managed an early season prescribed natural fire for nearly 15 weeks
in conjunction
with an above average
wildfire workload.

On June 23, an early season lightning
storm ignited a fire in the North Fork area
of Glacier National Park near Sullivan
Meadow. After initial evaluation
and
analysis, managers declared the fire a prescribed natural fire and prepared a fire
situation analysis and monitoring
plan.

Early summer tires are uncommon
in the
park due to high elevations and typically
wet conditions in June. ThroughoutJune
and July, the “Howling” Prescribed Natural Fire was monitored daily and showed
very little activity. By early August staff
mapped the fire at just 1 acre (0.4 ha).
The location and fuels ofthe Howling
Fire, however, gave the fire potential to
burn a relatively large area. Fire history
in the North Fork area ofthe park showed
that most fires burn from west to east due
to the prevailing winds. Only once had a
tire crossed to the west over the North
Fork of the Flathead River into the Flathead National Forest. Glacier National
Park fire managers felt that even though
the Howling Fire had potential to hecome large, the probability of it staying
within its anticipated
boundaries
was
high.
The park used the latest fire spread
prediction techniques to aid in decision
making. A prescribed tire behavior analyst performed a rare event and risk assessment probability,
a procedure
that
provides probabilities
of rare weather

cycnts affecting fire spread and growth.
The park also used a new computer
model,
the
Fire
Area
Simulator
(FARSITE).
to project long-term
fire
spread. A fire researcher verified, validated, and refined the model using documented
cases of fire growth.
The
combined
information
aided considerably in the decision
making process.
However, due to pronounced
regional
and national
fire activity, in-park resources and local fire management
cooperators were limited.
On August 5, the fire management staff
met with the superintendent
to assess fire
risks and benefits and to determine how
to proceed in ~nanaging the Howling Prescribed Natural Fire. The superintendent
decided to continue management
as a
prescribed natural fire; however, he felt
that the park needed to meet the following conditions in light of the local and
regional wildfire needs:
1. Establish a dedicated incident management team with key positions to he
tilled by nonpark personnel.
2. Give public information
a high priority.
3. Make available as many research opportunities as possible.
4. Establish goals specific to the Howling Fire.
5. Monitor the fire closely and intensively.
By August 8, an incident management
team made up of staff from other NPS
units was in place. The team updated the
fire situation analysis and maximum allowable perimeter (MAP). Initially, the
team managed the Howling Fire primarily using park resources, and the park

central fire dispatch o&e continued to
coordinate initial attack on new fires, but
that was soon to change.
On August 12, a new fire start (Starw
tion Creek) required separate management by a type II team. By August 29,
most Starvation Creek fire control actions
had been completed and operations were
turned back over to the park. At this time,
the Howling Fire incident management
team assumed responsibility
for the entire North Fork area of the park (includ~ ing the Howling Fire) due to resource
shortages and the continued
need for
control actions and initial attack.
Also on August 12, a new fire had been
discovered near Adair Ridge within the
MAP of the Howling Fire. Due to national and regional preparedness level restrictions, this fire (Adair #2) was not
managed as a prescribed natural fire. A6
ter taking unsuccessful initial attack actions, the team managed
it using a
confinement
strategy, as potential costs,
damage to park resources, and risks to
firefighters were all high. On August 29,
another fire (Anaconda) was discovered
between the Howling and the Adair #2
fires and was also placed in a confinement management
strategy.
Through mid-September,
the Howling
incident management
team (now known
as the North Fork complex incident management team) had managed a prescribed
natural fire, two confinement
strategy
wildfires (both within the MAP of the
Howling Prescribed Natural Fire) and a
containment
strategy wildfire (in conjunction with British Columbia Forestry
in Canada [fig. 11). On September 23, the
park reassumed
responsibility
for the
complex,
and by September
25, the
Howling, the Anaconda, and the Adair
#2 fires had burned together. After an extended dry fall, snow fell on October 24.

One element critical to successful management ofthe Howling Prescribed Natw
ral Fire was consistent
monitoring
of
weather and fire behavior changes indicative ofthe fire exceeding the management
boundary or threatening
ranger stations
within the boundary. Initially, fire crept
through minuscule pockets ofdry needles
and the underside of downed logs (fig.
2). As vegetation began to cure in late
summer, tracking live fuel moistures was

critical to predict increased fire activity
in the understory. A monitor familiar with
both the global positioning system and
the park GIS mapped the iire perimeter
on ground and eventually
by air. The
Howling Fire demonstrated
that experienced monitors with diverse backgrounds
are essential to address the myriad of issues that arise.
CULTUl?AL
AND

RESO”RCE

LONG-TERM

PROTECTlON

RESEARCH

will be measured in long-term fire effects
monitoring
plots established during the
Howling Prescribed Natural FL-e.
MANAGEMENT

RECOMMENDATKINS

NPS prescribed natural fire managcment guidelines can be improved to help
parks deal more effectively with complex,
long duration
prescribed
natural fires.
First, as in wildfire management,
incident
management
teams are valuable tools in
prescribed natural fire management.
As
wildJmesescape initial attack, pose sign&

Abundant
archeological
resources in
_.
^
one portmn of the hre area
required special attention. A
struggling
community
of
loggers, farmers, and bootleggers hved in the area from
the 1890s.1930s. Although
many antiques
appear to
have been removed, several
fine examples
of pioneer
farm equipment, including a
horse
drawn
plow,
a
thresher, and the remains of
two wagons
were
still
present (fig. 3). Prior to a
backburn
operation,
moniFigure 2. The Howling Prescribed Natural Fve burned
tors conducted
an informal
predkztably through inttia//y moist, then drier; forest
yet thorough survey to map
understory for 15 weeks before being doused by late
the homestead sites and scatOctober snows.
tered artifacts. Melted ulaw
broken bottles, and charred
Figure 3. Deliberate and thorough monitoring efforts
fence posts were evidence of
followed by a successful backburn operation preserved
previous
fire activity. The
several cultural artifacts,
this pre-1930s wagon
survey allowed monitors to
actively keep fire away from
several
features,
such as
wagon wheels and running
boards, which warranted
protection. With car&l observation and planning, the
Howling Prescribed Natural
Fire had little, ifany effect on
the archeological integrity of
the area.
Ponderosa pine is of particular ecological interest in
the fire area. Minimum ponderosa Dine remoduction
in
the park has been attributed
partly to tire suppression. In the Howlcant threats, or have potential to burn for
multiple burning periods, parks are diing Fire area this species is present in
rected to seek additional assistance and
stands of similar-aged
spruce, fir, and
larch trees. Vegetation regeneration,
pareven encouraged to request incident manticularly ponderosa
pine reproduction,
agement team support. It is logical that
I

1

TABLE 1. GLOSSARY OF SELECTED FIRE TERMS
wlrnhg
parks should also be encouraged to employ outside assistance and even incident
management
teams when facing potentially lengthy prescn5ed natura~jres and
complex management
circumstances,
such as external influences.
The incident command team used in
Glacier last summer to manage the Howling Fire for 75 of its 138 day duration,
while helpM, also created a need for complex logistical support. This included providing transportation,
food, lodging, and
communication
support for large numbers of personnel in remote areas. Thorough preplanning
is required to provide
adequate
logistical support.
Ensuring
monitor and crew safety on the ground
and in association
with air operations
must also be properly planned and implemented. Activating a management
orgynization with strictly nonpark personnel
permitted proper attention to these concerns and allowed for efficient and safe
prescribed natural fire management.
Second, interagency constraints on the
prescribed natural fire program should be
changed to permit continued
management, even during active fire suppression
periods. Current preparedness plans have
admirably fulfilled a purpose of guiding
long-term fire management
accountability. These plans, however, unnecessarily
restrict or prohibit prescribed fire activities, particularly when such fires could be
most ecologically beneficial. These plans
should be changed as they presently limit
many parks and wilderness area~ to natuml fires ofonly small size, short duration,
and little ecological significance. Competition with suppression needs will cause
prescribed natural fires to lose or be denied resources for monitoring,
holding,
and contingency
actions. Dedicated prescribed natural fire resources would help
alleviate this problem.
Other recommendations

include:

1, Developing

command

an incident

sys-

tern organization and certification program that can be used to manage
prescribed natural fires.
2. Hiring and training a dedicated 20 person prescribed fire support crew prior
to the 1995 tire season.

PePlobThat

Com@ex-Multiple

part of each Whom

period when fires will spread most rapidly.

incidents being managed by a single incident management team.

Contine-To restrict the wildfire within determined boundaries, established either prior to, or
during the fire. These identified boundaries will confine the fire, with no action being taken on
the ground until the fire is out.
ContailtTo restrict awildfire to a defined area, using a combination of natural and constructed
barriers that will stop the spread of the fire under the prevailing and forecasted weather conditions, until out.
CoiNrotA
wildfire aggressively lought through the skillful use of personnel, equipment, and
aircraft to establish /irelines around a fire to halt its spread and to extinguish all hotspots until
out.
lncidentCommandSysten+Combination
of lacilities, equipment, personnel, procedures, and
communications operating within a common organizational structure with responsibility for
management of assigned resources to effectively accomplish stated objectives pertaining to an
incident.
lacld~at Management Tea-A
team operating with a common organizational structure, with
responsibility for the management of assigned resources to effectively accomplish slated objectlves pertaimng to an incident. Incident Command System resources (including teams) are
“typed” (classified) according to their qualifications and skills to manage large or complex
incidents.
bttttal Attack-The

control eflorts taken by resources that are the first to arrive at the incident.

Maximum Allowabta Periite+A
scribed extent of the fire.

spatial or geographic area defining the maximum pre-

Monitring-Periodic
collection of data regarding a fire such as location, size, weather, behavior, fuels, smoke production, and vegetation. Monitoring is used to document basic information, to detect trends, and to ensure that fire and resource management objectives are met.
Nataral PI--A
fire of a natural origin (lightning, volcanic, etc.) that is allowed to burn to
accomplish one or more resource management objectives.
Prescribed Natwal FireFire
that meets management objectives and prescriptions to burn.
Includes prescribed natural fire and management ignited prescribed fire.
PraacribedFiie-Fires
ignited by natural means (usually lightning) that are permitted to burn
under speciilc environmental conditions, in preplanned locations, with adequate fire management personnel and equipment available to achieve defined objectives.
ProJact fire-A
fire normally of size or complexity that requires a large organization and
possibly several days or weeks to extinguish.
Rerwrces-All
personnel and major items of equipment available, or potentially available, for
assignment to emergencies. Resources are described by kind and type.
A
5. Using the FARSITE predictive model
for assessing prescribed natural fire potential on all fUture prescribed natural
fires.
SUMMnRY
During the Howling Prescribed Natw
ral Fire, NPS managers gained new insights into natural lire management. ‘Ihese
experiences
have generated procedural
change recommendations
that will both
significantly enhance our ability to successfully administer the prescribed natiral fire program and influence changes in
proram guidelines that will affect all prescribed natural fire managers agencywide.
lt is imperative
that we continue to
learn about prescribed natural tire IIXIIIagement and continue to strive for the
integration of fire and resource manage-

ment. The 1994 fire season and the Howling Fire are excellent examples of how
we have dealt with uncertainty,
developed strategies for continued
managemat,
and continued
to improve our
abilities to manage natural fire in wildland ecosystems.
E

Ton Zimmerman is with the National
Park Service at the Nahbnal Interagency
Fire Centq &tie, Idaho. Fred Van Horn is
Fi$x+~aruz~em&
O@&r at GZa&r
National Pam, Montana. Lam2 Kwth is
an Ed@
aLrowith Glaa?r You can
reach her 61,,&‘zoneat (406) 888-5441 or
over e-mail thmugh NPS cc:Mail or on the
Internet at “fam~kurfh @n&p?
i%d
Stewart ti a Fi?e Monitor at Zion
National Park, Utah.

Grand Canyon Science Center

ANNOUNCING
THENEWGRAND
CANYON
SCIENCE
CENTER

Relationship

with Partners

Organization joins science partners with resource
management leadership
Elisingstall-pe*orman~ expectarested in April 1995, the Grand Canyon National Park Science Center is
a new concept that responds to initiatives within the Department ofthe Interior
and the National Park Service to improve
agency dkienq,
public serviq and rewurce
protection Central to this effort is the need
to work more closely with associated state
and federal agencies, Native Am&an t&s,
mnservation groups, and other olgani2ations
that share an interest in resource stewardship
on public lands.
The NPS Strategic Plan (1994) provides a
list of the most important things that the
agency should do to meet went
and Lture
challenges. The Jirst task is to base park management de&ions on sound scientitic information. In order to accomplish this goal the
agency mwt redefine and strengthen the role
of&ace
in park management ‘Ihe creation
and operation of the Gmnd Canyon Science
Center will assist the pa-k and the National
ParkServiceinachievingthisgoal
The science center will operate ditkre”tly
than the previous park Resource Manage
ment Di%on. We will focus on four areas in
this process:

u-

* Tbe name change remthat resource
management is a responsibility and function of all park divicions. By not having a
parkdivision called~rvuze~~~~twe
recognize the contribution other operational units and partners make in achier
ing our shared resource management
mission. ‘Ihe science center will provide
leadership, pkanning, and s&n&knowledge of resources. Other park operational
units will be engaged in resource edus
tion, protection, restoration, wd other rem
lad activities.
- The c-ration ofthe tience center ackn”wledges that science is a fundamental pat of
park management and operations. The
quality and s&n&
cre&ii~~ of science
center programs are being improved by

tions and recruiting new employees with clearly deLined scientitic
Glpabiities.
8 Operational areas have been defined and are lead by q+!ied SCence pro*am
managers. These
program areas aIe: F?sea& gFw
graphic information systems and
data management, natural science
progrxn5alltlualpmglams,socialtien~recreation programs, and adminiitration.
* Gznter operations include the E&U involvement and paticipation of six ragnized categories of science program
partners. ‘Ibex are the Grand Canyon Association, Native American trii
academic
and agency partna, c&en conservation
association partners, and other park “pational units.
Inthecontextusedtodesaibesciencecenta operations, we use the definition ofs&za
in Webster’s Dictionary, which is ‘“Ibe sy+
tan& aquisition ofknowledg~ through ob
sew&ion, study and experimentation:’ ‘Ilx
center StdT ic made up of scientists, historians, curators, archeologists, and other pm
fessional subject matter experts, plus
technicians who a&t in carrying out field
opa%ion$ and technical and administrative
support staE Together these people, in consultation with science pamxers, provide the
s&n&
knowledge about park raources
necessary to make knowledgeable and informed &nagement de&ions. ‘III& stafY&”
formulates and prepares resource management plans and provides the leadahip
to
any out key portions of the park resource
stewardship program
The new science center will engage in
many of the sane activities that were being
accomplished by the old Resource Manage
ment Division in the fields ofnatural L&U&,
and recrational resource management. SCence operations that are to be expanded include the addition ofsocial thence capability,

expanh
and improving the rexaxh pm
pm, which will be carried out prim&y by
p”tnership agencies and contract research
scientists, and the development ofa comprehensive long-tam monitoring progmm for
both natural and cukural reso-.
‘Ihe purpose of expanding the latter two opelations
is to greatly improve our knowledge and und&andingoftheaxx+itionofpxkres”uvs.
Periodically evaluating the status and txnds
of resource condition allows park managers
to be more ‘?fktive in redwi”g thFd.5 to resource health and visitor enjoyment before
any threats become serious problans.
Acnmplishing this newly define3 mission
for the Grand Canyon Science Centa will
be a challenge in these time.3 ofreduced federal spending, continued inrseases inparkvistation, and intensifying threats to reource
health. ‘Ibe National Park Service recognize
that accomplishing the agency mission will
require harnessing the energy, creativity, and
financial support ofpanenhip
agencies and
organizations. ‘lb accomplish this task, a pnimay focus ofthe center operations is to develop well-defined
partnerships
and to
r0utinely irExPorate these partners into enter operations.
B
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Figure 1. Pacific Meridian
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(standing)

by a global positioning
Olympic National
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collect vegetation
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system in the Low Divide area of

Park, Washington.

By June C Rugh, David L. Peterson, and Jeff I: Campbell

H

ow much old-growth forest remains for the northern spotted
owl in the Pacific Northwest?
What proportion of land area in each park
is occupied by alpine vegetation? Which
watershed has the largest percentage of
Douglas fir crown cover?
These are questions that managers in
Crater Lake, Mount Rainier, North Ca.cades, and Olympic National Parks will
seen be able to answerwithunprecedented
accuracy, consistency, and state of the art
documentation.
The Columbia-Cascades
system suppmt office is working with pac&c Meridian Resources, Inc., to develop
a comprehensive GIS database ofvegetative, topographic, and landform data layers. Due for completion in September 1995,
this database will increase our knowledge
ofecosystems in the four parks, greatly enhancing resource managers’ abilities to organti data analyze relationships between
resources in a spatial context and assess
the potential impacts of management de&ions.
Until now, the rugged and remote landscapes characteristic of these parks have
limited scientists in developing detailed,
comprehensive
data on vegetation and
landforms. Pacific Meridian Resources is
tackling this challenge by integrating existing monitoring and research data, extensive
field
reconnaissance,
aerial
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defined by criteria such as tree species, stem
photography, and satellite imagery into the
regional GIS database. Using the various
density, stand age, crown cover by species,
dominant understory species in forested
scales and resolutions of each of these database types, Pacific Meridian can obtain
areas, and species cover in no&rested
ardetailed information f&m more easily aceas; and 2) characterization oftopography
cessible areas. ‘Ihe detail can then be ex- ~ and landforms, including development of
trap&ted
to describe areas in remote
data layers for slope, aspect, elevation, and
locations determined to be similar born the
landform type.
What makes the Pacific Northwest
satellite imagery and aerial photography.
A GE database encompassing all regions
project different from others? After all,
many national parks have descriptions of
~ of the park will result.
GeneraBy speaking, GIS databases dephysical and biological components, with
scribe the physical, biological, and cultural ~ some already in digital GIS format. First,
the innovative use ofremote sensing techattributes of resources. They link computnology will produce a detailed description
er&d maps (location data) to computerof multiresource landscapes, allowing reized databases that describe the attributes
source managers to address issues in an
of a particular location. ‘Ihis link makes
ecosystem context. This dynamic, spatial
possible simultaneous access to both locadatabase will enable managers to assess for~ tion and attribute data for simulating the
effects of management and policy &maest stand dynamics and wildlife habitat
tives. GISs are power&l tools, because a with accuracy and thoroughness. Second,
the database will provide a comprehensive
single operator can quickly search, display,
analyze, and model spatial information.
Camework on which more extensive and
detailed information
can be built, and
Moreover, maps and data can be updated
more rapidly and accurately than with conwhich will be consistent from park to park
Most significantly,
the project demon~ ventional methods.
strates a regional approach to ecosystem
The core of the Pacific Northwest
project is an ecosystem database that fw
management by organizing data f&n the
four parks into one contiguous database
~ ases on two primary components: 1) characterization of forested and nonforested
~ and by cuordiiating
efforts with adjacent
vegetative types across all park areas, as

land managers-the
U.S. Forest Service,
state resource management agencies, and
private timber companies.
The use of satellite image classfication
facilitates the regional approach to GIS database development. Satellite imagery not
only provides detailed, consistent in&mation about NPS lands of interest, but also
presents the same detail and consistency
of information
for lands
adjacent to the parks. ‘Ihis
insures compatibility
between databases among
d&rent agencies, which in
turn allows for greater potential in data sharing and
collaborative
resource
management.
Moreover,
this cooperation reflect.2 an
increasing commitment on
the part of resource maragers to cross political boundaries in order to achieve comnxm goals.

l:lOO,OOOand 1:500,000 scale geology map
data AU data will be coregistered with the
satellite imagery to ensure spatial consistency. Classi&ation accuracy is the probability that the class assigned to a particular
location on the map is the same class that
would be found at that location in the field.
Whiie traditional ck&iication
standards
imply only true or false classifications, Pac&c Meridian is working with NPS s&
to imorpomte~
sets (flexible criteria)
into accuracy standards, deriving a set of
measures to analyze the nature, frequency,
source and relative magnitude of map errors. ‘Ibis will provide us with more cornplete information on map reliability.
In developing the classilication system,
landforms are characterized by slope, a.pect, elevation, and landfotm type, including substrata origin and type (such as
bedrock type). Landform identiiication can
be highly variable and can range from general descriptions
of topographic
shapes
(mountain, plateau) to specific terms indicating depositional form and process (alluvial fan, glacial moraine). This project is
producing a digital geomorphic landform
layer that describes substrate origin and

tation of high altitude aerial photography
and topographic base map data We will
interpret landforms 6om 1:80,000 scale National High Altitude Aerial Photography
(NHAAP) and delineated directly onto
l:lOO,OOO scale topographic maps. Interpretation will be aided by review of both
the topographic maps and local geologic
IIXIPS.
Pacific Meridian is also investigating the
use of digital shaded relief data developed
from 124,000 digital elevation area draped
with satellite imagery. Tne digital images
could be interpreted with the assistance of
NHAAP photography and previously colected field data Landform characteristics
could then be delineated directly on the
computer
screen. This methodology
would eliminate the need for many of the
hardcopy transfer and digitizing sieps required in the strictly photo-interpreted
landform mapping methodology
(fig. 2).
Where feasible, landform classes will be
ver&d during field reconnaissance efforts
associated with the vegetation database development phase of the project. Based on
The technological hub of the project is
a multistage sampling process. The proscale limitations of the source data, the
miniium
mapping unit for landforms will
cess integrates existing data sources, new
field data collection (fig. l), Landsat Thebe
approximatelv
40 ha (99 acres).
type.
tie will ch&xter&
vegetamatic Mapper satellite imagtion by several variables: stem
cry, aerial photography,
digital topographic data and
density by tree species, stand
age by species, tree diameter
other existing GIS data layers,
and the knowledge and apeby tree species, crown diam
eter by tree species, crown
rience of Pacific Northwest
cover by tree species, standing
ecology found within the Pacific Meridian project team
dead trees, dominant understory species in forested areas,
and NPS staE Database design involves two steps: 1)
and cover of herbaceous plant
species in *c&rested
areas. In
identi@ing database standards
developing
the vegetation
for both spatial and classifiation accuracy and 2) developcharacteristics
database, we
will
use
satellite
image
as a baing- a preliminary
classi&ation
^
system that identifies
the
sis for determining the vegetatypes of variation in vegetation data themes through the
integration ofvarious ancillary
tion and landforms of interest
.
to the anticipated database usdata sources. The reason reFigure 2. Traditionally. landscape information is transferred
motely sensed data (such as
em
from hardcopy maps end photos fo the G/S through the
satellite imagery or aerial pho
Spatial or positional accw
painstaking process of digitizing. Contractor Pacific Meridian is
investigating using a digital shaded relief data technique that
tography) can be used to coracy is de&xxi as the expected
would eliminate many of the hardcopy transfer steps.
lect vegetation information is
deviance in the geographic ice
because ofthe high correlation
cation of an object in the dabetween variation in imagery and actual
tabase 6om its true ground position. The
Landform
data can be developed
variation in vegetation.
spatial database standards for this project
through a variety of methodologies ranging fhxn extensive field reconnaissance to
will be largely a function of the scale and
resolution ofvarious data ranging i?om 30
digital data modeling to photo interpretation. ‘Ihe method deemed most efficient
m (33 yd) Landsat Tnematic Mapping im
agery and digital elevation
data to
and suitable for this project is the interpre-
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mappingcontinued

ciplines witbin resource management, such
as wildlife, hydrology, and fire. The database will also be an important tool for reRemotely sensed data is paticukuly
ef- acteristics.
search scientists in identifying
specific
Quantitative assessment of map classiffectve for mapping the variation in tree
cation accuracy involves comparing the
vegetative and geomorphic resources, and
canopy characteristics (such as crown difor gemeferencing
all Qure scientific acmap to reference data (l?om photo interameter by species, crown closure by speties) in forested areas, and the soil type
pretation or field identification,
for extivities in the parks.
The database will provide a framework
moisture, and nontree vegetation variation
ample), which is assumed to be correct.
for increased and more specific cooperain no&rested
areas (fig. 3). Tnus, satellite
Because comparison ofevery spatial point
tion with other agencies and institutions.
is impractical,
sample comparisons
are
imagery can be us&l in characterizing
much ofthe variation in vegetation across
used to estimate the accuracy ofmaps. AC- Ecosystems do not stop at park boundaries,
the national parks. Landform classes will
curacy assessment requires: 1) the design
and water and wildlife resources cross these
boundaries freely. The availabiity ofa conbe digitized directly fi-om the topographic
~ of unbiased and consistent sampling and
sister& compatible database will allow namaps to form the final landform type layer.
photo interpretation and field procedures,
tional parks to develop
interagency
and 2) rigorous analysis ofthe sample data
Furthermore, land cover classii?cation data
We are using strict quality control and qualpartnerships for ecosystem management
from satellite imagery can provide much
based on scientific principles. Broader landmore detailed intensive information than
ity assurance procedures in both data collection and subsequent analysis to insure
scape-regional assessments and manage
results Iimn traditional photo-interpreted
ment strategies will now be possible.
polygon classifications.
For
accuracy in the final dataset.
Furthermore, the Columbiaexample, while a 5.ha polyCascades Cluster will be able
go* may summarize
forest
to cooperate in other similar
age, canopy cover, struchue,
vegetation efforts @lamed or
and so on, satellite image &a.under way) by the National
sitication provides informaPark Service, National Biotion on the variation of forest
logical Service, and other
age, canopy cover, structure,
agencies.
and so on without the 5.ha
Ecosystems are constantly
polygon area
changing-sometimes
graduVegetation characteristics
ally, sometimes abruptly. The
that cannot
be directly
new database will be dynamic
mapped from the imagery
in order to track spatial and
can be delineated through the
temporal
changes in park
development of relationships
natural resources, and it will
among the imagery, fire hisfacilitate continual updating
tory, and landform characterover time. It will allow park
istics. For example,
tree
managers and scientists to dediameter, which cannot be
tennine the influence oflargemapped From aerial photos or
scale disturbances, such as fire,
satellite imagery, is highly
on park landscapes, and the
correlated with tree canopy
potential
impacts of longdiameter, which can be estiterm phenomena, such as climated from remotely sensed
mate change. Other use, not
data In addition, a multistage
Figure 3. H;gh alhtude photographs, like this 1:24,000 scale
yet envisioned, will certainly
sampling process is wed to
photograph of 0lymp;c National Park, show contrasts in
determine the relationships of
develop. The new database
vegetation types end landforms, and can be used to help G/S
will be more than a mere vegthe imagery of forest canopy
production staff classify vegetation.
characteristics
to nonforest
etation map-it will be a powe&l managerial
and scientific tool for
cover types; canopy characteristics
to
LOOKING AHEAD
subcanopy characteristics; and landform,
The vegetation mapping project curmany years to come.
fire history, and other environmental
facredly underway in the Pacific Northwest
B
tars to forest canopy characteristics, forest
is an important component ofregional pre
subcanopy characteristics, and nonforest ~ grams in inventory and monitoring,
reRugh isa I;chnicaIWnterandP&non ti a
cover types. Multistage sampling employs
source management,
and science. It will ~ ~~~~~~ Biologirt at h unbm$
of
the fact that strong relationships exist be&O provide information for a wide range
~~~i~~~~ cpsuin
sea&, &q&.l[ h a
tween some characteristics that are inexof uses. ‘Ihe new database will be a highhoe
s-?z~ +,&&rt and~@ct
pensive
to estimate
(such as crown
quality template for monitoring the conMamg~atFhaj%Men&izn Resoumsin
dition of natural resources. It will provide
diameter) and other variables costly to esPurtk& hp.
P&nrm can rzmhd suer
he Internetat “wi~d~ILw~~in~~..edu”
or
timate (such as tree diameter). We will use
a geographically based link to various disHgetahbn

the combinations of these relationships to
develop the database of vegetation char-

@ caning (206) 543.158%
.-
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SAVING
NATURE’S
LEGACY:
PROTECTING
ANDRESTORING
BIODIVERSITY
Reed E Noss and Allen Y Cooperrider

I

n their epilogue the authors lament
the lie of the “conference biologist,”
whose job it is to go to conferences,
give lectures, and write obscure papers.
These biologists have now written a book
designed to share the science of conservation biology and the ideas it offers to
protect biodiversity with others-particularly those others in the real world-as opposed to having the subject remain the
domain of lecture halls and journals. It
would be nice if this lofty goal could be
achieved, but 1 doubt that it can be.
This book, however, will-or shouldfind a place on the desks and shelves of
all professional biologists and resource
managers. Noss and Cooperrider
have
written an excellent book whose greatest strength is its readable synthesis ofthe
important aspects ofthe broad discipline
of conservation biology. Also, judging by
the number of times I have already see”
the book cited in draft manuscripts,
it
appears to be one of the more influential
books to come out among the proliferation of recent biodiversity writings. The
book reads well. Although the principles
that it discusses have broad geographic
application, all of the case examples and
most of the discussion of agency management practices are oriented to the
United States, a factor that may enhance
its appeal to NPS managers.
The origin of the book was the inability of the Keystone National Policy Dialogue on Biological Diversity to produce
specific recommendations.
The first two
chapters introduce the concept ofbiologiCal diversity and why it should be ofconcan. This is followed by a presentation
of the basic concepts of biological conservation, threats to biological diversity,

and the current status of diversity in
North America. The meat of the book
begins with chapter three, which is a critique of past and present resource management failures and a look to ii~ture
strategies.
Subsequent
chapters,
e.g.,
“Managing Forests,” “Managing Rangelands,” and “Managing
Aquatic
Ecosystems,”
include
comparisons
of traditional resource management practices in
the given subject area
with those advocated
following
the principles of conservation
biology.
These and
other chapters make
several recommendations for altering current
thinking
and
integrating
biodiversity conservation into resource
management;
they
also often contain eycellent case examples
of how these recommendations
can be
applied.
II
I feel one of the
strongest chapters is
“Designing
Reserve
Networks.” Although
most of this material
is not new, rather presating material published elsewhere pri“wily by the senior author, its thorough
compilation
and synthesis in one place
makes it a valuable reference. The chapter on “Managing Rangelands”
is, likewise, very good. It presents, often in a new
~.
..~^
light, considerable
information
on the
impacts oflivestock grazing and livestock

1

management
practices on biodiversity.
These insights are often highly provocative, and I trust would raise the hackles
of at least some traditional range managers. Conversely, I thought the chapter on
“Managing Forests” was one
of the weakest. Although it
critiqued some of the concepts of new forestry, the
presentation
discussion was
less compelling than that of
other chapters.
As one would expect of
these authors, the book pulls
no punches in its examination ofthe causes underlying
the crisis in protecting
biodiversity. The ignorance
of the general public, the often irrelevant nature of university
training,
and the
foibles of agency land management practices all receive
equal and usually valid criticism. The book is a” important
reference
for
all
individuals
involved in the
management
of parks and
protected areas and I highly
recommend
they
read
it.
E
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Figure 1. Home to
adaptable
peoples
/

15,000

prehistoric
over the last

years, the

Fishing Bridge
Peninsula

routinely

gained and lost
ground to a cyclically
retreating

and

advancing
Yellowstone

Lake. The

study area revealed a
complex series of
earlier shorelines,
some higher, others
lower, than the
present-day

shore at

CALDERA
UNREST,
LAKE
LEVELS,
ANDARCHEOLOGY:
THEVIEWFROM
YELLOWSTONE
LAKE
A habitat restoration project prompts cooperative natural and cultural resource research

BY KENNETHP CANNON,KENNETHL. PIERCE,
ANDGEORGEM. CROTHERS

Y

mun”l~@~

resear& to l-

more about

obsidian artifacts found within the study
ellowstone National Park is rehaarea and at other park sites. The following
bit&g
the Fishing Bridge area on
overview illustrates how geological and xthe north shore of Yellowstone
.
Lake. This project will help maintain and
theological observations can be Integrated
protect critical habitat for the grizzly bear
to interpret cultural remains and explain
and preserve the quality ofthis diverse, lohuman adaptations to changing lake lacd ecosystem (NationalParkServic
1984).
els.
During 1992.93, prior to the rehabilitation
~ We assembled a team, including several
project and p,-opc& r-“strudo”
ofthe
researchers already familiar with Fishing
eat entice
road, ~&n&s from the NPS
Bridge, to provide expertise on local and
regional paleoenvironmental
patterns,
Midwest Archeological Center and U.S.
conducted
mobility and subsistence patterns, landGeological
Survey
form history, and other topics. while pregeoarcheological research on parts of the
liiinary,
our work complements
former
peninsula
at Fishing Bridge. Although
compliance leg&&n
(Sect& 106 ofthe
studies in assessing the environmental
cirNational Historic Preer&on
A&) mm. ~ axnstances that prehistoric humans lived
dated the research before the two projects
with and adapted tn.
could begin, we hoped to use this opporFLUCTUATING
ME
LEVELI~
tunity to learn more about the complex inCentral to understanding
Yellowstone
teractions of lakeshore level changes over
tie and p&&t&c
human adapt&i”” to
Lake level fluctuations and their &&s 0”
these changes (fig.1). we &O hoped to use
prehistoric humans in the Fishing Bridge
new techniques in gec&a+,q
aad im- ~ area is the relationship between lake levels

and caldera rise and subsidence at LeHardy
~ Rapids on the Yellowstone River. Located
5 km (3 mi) downstream Tom the Yellowstone Lake outlet at Fishing Bridge,
LeHardy Rapids is a bedrock threshold
that controls the level of~Yellowsto”e Lake
by acting as a dam; the intervening stretch
of river between the outlet and the rapids
is at present very flat with a total gradient
ofonly about one-quarter meter (less than
a foot). From 1923-85, the Yellowstone
caldera rose about 1 m (3.3 ft) beneath
LeHardy Rapids (Pelton and Smith 1982).
Since 1985, the same area has subsided at
a rate ofabout 2 an (0.8 in) a year (Dzurisin
et al. 1990). Explanations for these changes
include magma intrusion, tectono-magmatic interaction, and-our favored mechanism-geothermal
sealing and pressure
buildup followed by cracking and pressure
release (see Pelton and Smith 1982;
Fournier 1989; Dzurisin et al. 1990).
We wondered ifthese changes were part
ofa longer-tam process that could be studied by dating evidence for lake levels both

above and below the present level. An early
model for lake level changes proposed by
Richmond (1976% 1976b) argues for a pre
gressive, gradual lowering corn late PIeistocene
through
Holocene
time
(approximately 15,000 years ago through
the present). He outlimes two general ages
for shorelines: a middle set oftermces 15.2.
16.8, 12.2-13.7, and 9.1-10.6 m (50.55,4045,30-35 ft, respectively) above pent-day
Yellowstone Lake formed between 5,000.
8,000 years ago and a lower set of terraces
7.6, 4.6, and 3.0 m (25, 15, and 10 ft, respectwely) above the lake formed more re-

CdY.
Archeological
and geomorphological
information
mthered since Richmond’s
work suggests that lake history is more
complicated. For example, Reeve (1989)
looked at the distribution
of late Pleistocene-early
Holocene projectile points.
He found that 10,000.8,000 years B.P., projectile points were common on shorelines
that Richmond’s
chronology
indicated
should be younger than 5,000 years old.
Hamilton (1985) recormizd
lower-thanpresent I& k&s, &later
specified that
Yellowstone Lake was below its present
level from approximately 9,200.5,400 years
ago. He and Bailey (1990) also postulated
that the lake was 5 m (16.4 fi) below present
around 1600 A.D.
The ages we determined
are at least
twice as old as those suggested by most
previous researchers (Richmond
1976a,
1976b; Meyer and Locke 1986; Locke and
Meyer 1994). Shoreline ages have been
quite ditlicult to determine with accuracy,
because most are based on radiocarbon
samples that are younger than the associated shoreline, and thus represent only
minimum ages. We a&n the conclusion
of Meyer and Locke (1986~20) that the
“history of lake levels is apparently more
complex than a simple decline over time.”
In order to resolve dating problems like
those raised by Reeve (1989) and to understand the impacts and implications of
both higher- and lower-than-present
lake
levels on human habitation, we needed to
better define the history of geomorphic
changes. Using geomorphic studies and
archeological excavations, we have identified, described, and precisely mapped relict
landforms that record a cyclical pattern of
uplift and subsidence on the north shore
of Yellowstone Lake since deglaciation
approximately 15,000 yeas ago. Each of
.I

these cycles created significant changes in
the local landforms, environments,
and
resources available to humans who lived
in the area.
CVCLES OF UPL,FT AND POSS,BLE

S”BSIDENCE

The current uplift and backtlooding
cycle observed over most of this century
has been going on for about 3,000 years.
Backflooding has converted the 5 km (3
mi) segment of the Yellowstone
River
@omits mouth at Yellowstone Lake to the
bedrock threshold at LeHardy Rapids)
from a once vigorously flowing river into
the present wide pool. Using hand coring
techniaues.
we found river travels 4 km
.
(2.5 mi) upstream from LeHardy Rapids
that are now submerged beneath 4 m (13.1
ft) of mud and sand that started accumulating about 2,700 yr B.P. When deposited
by the faster-flowing Yellowstone River,
these gravels were several meters higher
than the bedrock threshold at LeHardy
Rapids. However, the uplift centered at
LeHardv Rauids has been enough so that
these gravels are actually lower than the
bedrock threshold. We estimate that this
river segment was tilted back toward the
lake approximately 5 m (16 fi) in the last
3,000 years.
Additional evidence for tilt and increase
in the level of Yellowstone Lake comes
k”m a submerged valley located 21 km (13
mi) southeat ofFishing Bridge, near West
Thumb. A core sample from 5 m (16.4 ft)
below the present lake level has an age of
2,800 years BP. When deposited,
the
sample material was part of a wetland adjacent to Yellowstone Lake. ‘Ihis shows
that Yellowstone Lake here has also risen
approximately 5 m in the last 3,000 years,
and is consistent with our findings near
Fishing Bridge.
:
Evidence that may define the next older
uplift cycle is diicult to unravel, because
+ellow&one Lake levels then were close
to the present level. However, weakly developed soil and mid-Holocene
(approximately 5,000 year old) artifacts observed
withii a meter (3.1 ft) above the current
beach suggest that lake levels were near
present levels approximately
5,000 years
ago and were probably lower thereafter.
The next older uplift and backfloodiig
cycle is recorded by an Sshaped meander
03 m (O-10 fi) above the Yellowstone River.
West of the present river, the meander
,

1

backflooded and Yellowstone Lake built a
spit across it (Meyer and Locke 1986;
Locke and Meyer 1994). East ofthe present
river, a charcoal samole from between the
river gravels and lake deposits shows that
backflooding of the once vigorously flowing river was under way by 8,200 yr B.F!
This backflooding cycle ended between
6,800.6,680 years ago when the lake level
was as hi
as the prehistoric shoreline that
is now preserved at the Fishing Bridge
Museum (fig. 2, page 30). ‘Ihe amount of
backflooding is the same as that determined for the current uplift cycle (beginnmg 3,000
years ago) and we think
indicates a similar amount of uplift at
LeHardv Rmids.
At least th& river termces formed after
the glaciers melted and suggest that three
additional backflooding cycles may have
occurred between 8,500-15,000 years ago.
The youngest of these three river terraces
_ ties in with the shoreline at the Hamilton
Store level (fig. 2, page 30). Ages determined on charcoal buried beneath dune
sand indicate that this shoreline is at least
9,000 years old. In association with this
shoreline, we also found Cody Complex
artifacts dated between 8,750 and 10,060
B.P. (fig. 3a, page 31) that were used by
people who occupied the area then @ison
1991:table 2.2).
A geologic complexity with the Fishing
Bridge area is additional tilting that is distinct from the uplii and subsidence of the
central part of the caldera. Meyer and
Locke (1986) show that the prehistoric
shoreline at Hamilton Store ( 9,000 years
B.P.) is downwarped 3 m (9.8 fi) within 1
km (0.6 mi) of Fishing Bridge, but that the
Museum shoreline (about 7,000 years old)
is not downwarped. An offshore graben
(depressed cmst bounded by faults) trends
towards Fishing Bridge (Otis et al. 1977;
Kapliiski 1991) and might be responsible
for this downwarping.
However, neither
we, nor other researchers have found etidence for extension ofthis graben on shore.
In summary, we suggest that the central
part of the Yellowstone caldera has been
uplifting and probably subsiding cyclically.
‘Ihis hem.y heatfung has breaths several
thousand years long. For the pattern of
uplift and subsidence measured this ten“ry, that pat between the center of uplift
near LeHardy Rapids and Fishing Bridge
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time periods. ‘Ihis pattern
would suggest greater mcbility of these groups,
which is consistent with
other F&o-Indian
studies
elsewhere in the west.

Figure 2. Map of
Fishing Bridge
Peninsula
showing
prehistoric
shorelines
beaches
Yellowstone

BLOOD RESlD”E
ANALYslS
Middle Rocky Mountain archeological sites are
noted for poor preservation of organic materials.
‘Ihii has limited archeologists’ abilities to understand subsistence patterns
by direct evidence, such as
the discarded remains of
food items. However, recent studies have demonstrated that biochemical
and immunological methads
have
the
potential
to identifj animal
OEISKJIAN USE
species from residues (i.e., blood and tisIn addition to understanding
the Fishing Bridge area paleoenvironmenf
our resue) remaining on stone tools (Newman
1990) and in soils (Newman et al. 1993).
search also emphasized
settlement and
subsistence patterns and tool stone acquiThese techniques have direct implications
sition. Native Americans
produced an
for reconstruction
of prehistoric subsisabundance of stone tools from obsidian
tence
patterns,
tool
use,
and
obtained from local volcanic exposures
paleoenvironmental
studies.
We used a modiied version ofcrossover
(Davis et al. 1992). Geochemical
studies
over the past 30 years have shown that
immunoelectrophoresis
analysis. This
volcanic flows have distinct chemistry, and
technique was developed by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Serology Labomby comparing trace elements of known
geologic sources with those of prehistoric ~ tory (Ottawa) and the Centre of Forensic

and
of

Lake,

some older
courses of the
Ye//owstone River,
and contours

(in

feet above mean
sea level).

measures only the nestal one-fourth ofthe
total span. If the past patterns paralleled
those observed this century, the 5 m uplii
of LeHardy Rapids relative to Fishing
Bridge is only one-fourth of the total upiii. If so, the total uplift for at least two of
the cycles ww about 20 m. Thus, the heavy
breathing of the central part ofthe Yellowstone caldera has breaths of about 20 m
spaced at intervals of perhaps 1,0004,000
years.
NativeAmericaninhabitants
oftheI%hing Bridge peninsula around 10,000 years
ago probably encountered landforms stitools, researchers can develop procurement
Sciences (Toronto) for identification
of
blood residue in criminal investigations.
lar to those found at the mouth of Pelican
strategies of tool stone.
We used the technique to analyze stone
Creek today (see fig. 1). ‘Ihe Hamilton Store
Earlier geochemicai studies suggested
shoreline was an active barrier beach, with
that humans used only local Yellowstone
tools for prehistoric blood residue (fig. 3aPlateau obsidians in the manufacture
of g, page 31). ‘Ihe process returned positive
a shallow lagoon immediately to the north.
North ofthe lagoon, emergent beaches costone tools (e.g., Wright and Chaya 1985). ~ anti-sera reactions for bison, deer, elk,
However, over the last 10 years, improvesheep, rabbit, bear, cat, and canid for 23 of
lected windblown sand, and several spits
also extended westward into the lagoon.
ments in trace element analyses and a
78 a&yzd
artifacts (Cannon 1995). Diversity
of
faunal
species, in contrast to the
At around this time, pollen records ingreater knowledge of regional sources of
bison-dominated
plains economy,
has
dicate that the lakeshore was dominated
volcanic glass have increased the number
of
source
areas
in
the
archeological
record
been
a
hallmark
of
prehistoric
mountain
by open grasslands or steppe species. Com(Nelson 1984). Our studies have documan members included sagebrush, various
economies (Frison 1991).
grasses of the family Poaceae, sedges, and
mented at least 10 distinct geochemical
other herbs. Between 10,500 and 9,000
types amongobsidianprojectilepointsand
SUMNIARY
We have begun piecing together a very
years ago, lodgepole pine cAj2u.r cent&J
tools found in Yellowstone. Although Ob
exitingrecord
ofgeomorphicand
tectonic
sidian Clint is by far the most sign&ant
began to dominate forests in response to
change,
which
has
directly
influenced
warming and has remained the dominant
source, a substantial number of nonlocal
source.3 occur (30%), some as far away as
settlement and subsistence of prehistoric
overstory species ever since (Whitlock
280 km (174 mi) to the southeast in Idaho
1993). Understanding
climate and vegetagroups living on the Fishing Bridge penin(Cannon and Hughes 1993). For instance,
sula for millennia Environmental and vegtive change is important
for modeling
etative changes continually
provided
population dynamics of human prey spe- : P&o-Indian
points were manufactured
ties, such as deer, bison, elk, and bighorn
i?om a greater diversity ofsources, and horn
hunter-gatherers
living in the Yellowstone
sources at greater distance than for other
area new opporhmities and challenges. ‘Ihe
sheep.
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Meyer, G.A., and WW Locke. 1966. Origin and deformation of
H~l~ceneshorelineterraces, Yellowtone Lake. Wyoming.
Geology 14:699-702.

challenge to archeologists and other @aternary researchers is to decipher these
patterns &am the limited evidence we are
presented. Our analyses are still ongoing,
but our preliminary results are encowaging. We plan to publish a final report on
our findings later this year.
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Meetings of Interest
AUGUST

8- 10

Contact the O&e of Conference Services at Colorado State University,
Fort Collins, CO 80523 for details of the Symposium on Repellents in
Wildlife Management to be held in Denver, Colorado.
Portland, Oregon, plays host to this year’s Annual Meeting of The
Wkllife Society. Plenary sessions will focus on long-term research on
keystone species with implications for ecosystem management. For more
information, contact ‘Ihe Wildlife Society, 5410 Grosvenor Lane,
Bethesda, MD 20814.2197; (301) 897.9770.
‘I& northwest chapter of the Society for Ecological Restoration is
sponsoring the conference Taking a Broader View to be held in Seattle,
Washington. Session topics include: wetland, stream, arid lands, alpine,
urban, and wilderness restoration; exotic plant and animal control,
mining revegetation, coastal systems, restoration philosophy, and the
role of native plant nurseries in restoration, etc. For mcare information,
contact Tim White (206) 453.5000, Sono Hashisaki (206) 545.1137, or
conference registration, 1207 Seminole Highway, Madison, WI 53711;
(608) 262.9547.

SEPTEMBER 17-20

Yellowstone National Park will host Symposium on Biodiversity,
Ecology, and Evolution of ‘Ihermophiles (organisms that thrive in hot
water) at the Old F&d&l area Participants will discuss biodiversity
prospecting in national parks with special attention given to the recent
debate over commercial development of publicly owned, iinancially
valuable research specimens, such as 77zoizza aquatius.For more
information, contact Bob Liidstrom at (307) 344-2234 or through email at “bob-liidstrom@nps.
gov:

OCTOBER

Partners In Flight, the international neotropical migratory bird consaxtion organization, will hold an international workshop in Cape May,
New Jersey. Entitled, Building Consensus for Action: Developing a
Strategy for a National Conservation Plan, the talks will focus on
research, monitoring, management, education, fund-raising, and cooperation. For more information, contact Partners In Flight, c/o D.
Lawrence Planners, 1125 Atlantic Avenue, suite 634, Atlantic City, NJ
08401; fax (609) 3484433.

1-5

The National Recreation and Park Association will hold its annual
conference in San Antonio, Texas. Contact the association for further
information: 2775 S. @incy St., Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22206; (703)
8204940.
OCTOBER

8-14

‘Ihe Smithsonian Institution will hold a
remote sensing in Front Royal, Vuginia
Rose M&r, Conservation and Research
Front Royal, VA 22630; (703) 635.6500
“nzpcrcOl@sivm.si.edudu:

OCTOBER

18-22

The 53rd Annual Plains Anthropological
Conference gears up this fall in
Laramie, Wyoming. Contact Sue Powell at (307) 766.2124 or e-mail
“olbconf@uwyo.edu”
for more information.

*GPO

673-049

training workshop on GIS and
To participate, get in touch with
Center, Smithsonian Institution,
and e-mail

